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cied treasure, for the effecting of which I
‘ Why—no—and yet seems to me I’ve ing to marry the new parson ! who would
scrupled not to expose you to the law by bu seen your mortal phiz somewhere.’
have thought it
rying for your finding, a few counterfeit dol
‘ You once had good reason to remember
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
“ It is one of the most astonishing things
lars of my own make.—And now having me—and I wish I could say with you that I
JAMES K. REM1CH.
in the world,” said another,“ how this poor
freely
confessed
all,
the
only
atonement
I
have never been ashamed of my name—I am
"OfficeoH the Main-Street,—opposite the Meeting-House.
girl has got up. Why she has no more
can offer for my aggravated injuries is in de Gow.’
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
‘ Gow ! Gow ! that same Gow ? who— beamy—lord !—than I have.”
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— claring the innocence of the deluded men in
And then the good women would lift up
ihterest will be charged on all subscriptions which possessing the false coin, and in restoring the o—o—rah ! Yes that I have had reason to
Temain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No good money taken from them ; my share of remember you—your coming brought me their hands in amazement, and wonder pro
! »paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub- which you will find in my pockets—rhe rest
that righteous lot of land which 1 would be digiously: Her former schoolmates were
. lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
j The publisher does not hold himself responsible for about the person of the prisoner, who I hope at work on to-day, if the Judge would con also almost dead with astonishment.
’ any error in any advertisement beyond the amount will speedily forget the lessons of wickedness sent to let me leave him. Yes, yes, you made
“ Who would have though it ? Why !
' charged for its insertion.
I have taught him, and learn wisdom from my fortune if the devil did send you—but
my melancholy fate. And as to your land I what in all nature has brought you back a- Fanny is not showy at all ; she never cares
about the latest and handsomest fashions.
can only recommend you to the mercy of gain ?’
MISCELLANEOUS,
their now rightful owner or, Mr. Harwood,
‘ Better motives, Mr. Butler, I trust, than She always would wear a plain calicoe, ora
{From the New England Galaxy.]
her natural guardian, or,’ he continued glan those which once led me here. Are Mr. and gingham, which could never strike the fan
cing at xAshley,.4 or him, who I suppose, is Mrs. Ashley in the house ? I would see cy of all the beaux in Christendom —and
MAY MARTIN :
soon to be her legal protector.’
V- ■them
—-...........
-___
w,.« moment?
___
at the
door_ for one
yet, bless my stars—Oh ! dear—I’m speech
OR THE MONEY DIGGERS.
‘ It is but right,’ ;said Ashley stammeringHalloo ! halloo the house ! Judge Ash- less.— And then how we used to romp aand confused at the evident allusion of 4tUe; Igy and lady, halloo !’
A Green Mountain Talc.
last speaker, and endeavoring to withdraw ~ A middle aged gentleman with a political bout, laugh with the young fellows, and cot
Sy D. P. Thompson, of Montpelier, Vt.
his arm from his fair partner, ‘ it is but right newspaper in his hand and looking a little pranks with them, to attract their notice
[concluded.]
—but honorable, that in this strangely altered testy at being interrupted in his reading, has and steal their hearts—and yet Fanny nev
These orders being promptly attended to, aspect of affairs, I should relinquish to Miss tily.came to the door. A handsome young er joined us. She would courtesy and smile
^he wounded man was carefully lifted from Harwood, as we must now call her, all matron some years younger than her hus if spoken to—and that is all, and she is—it
the wagon and placed in an easy position in claims she may have given me as May Mar band, with a chubby black eyed infant in is too bad—too bad
¡the open air. He first pressed his hand to tin.’
her arms, made her appearance a little in the
“ Hava’t we been sitting our caps for the
his forehead, and then opening his eyes and
‘ But supposing,’ replied May, still clinging rear of the latter.
young parson—making him presents, and
looking slowly round on the countenances to the arm of her lover w ith a countenance
‘ What now David ? is the house on fire,
rigging up with all our gaudiest and most
pfthose standing immediately about him,! radiant with smiles and blushes, ‘ but suppo or what, that you make such an outcry ?’
said faintly—
( sing Miss Harwood should not choose to re
‘ Why here is one of the seven wonders peach blossomed dresses, and now to slight
‘ I heard them say there was a stranger ! lease Mr. Ashley from his engagements to of the world I—do you know that gentle us all, and take that plain and modest Fan
here, who had enquired tor May Martin, and May Martin ?’
man ?’
ny ! It is too bad! She must have some
«eemed to take an interest in her fate. Is he
‘ At least May,’ rejoined her lover with a
The lady shuddered, and shrinking back a charm
now present ?’
starting tear and grateful smile. ‘ At least step, whispered something in her husband’s
Fanny was never known to run about the
The gentleman thus enquired for, who had May, we have a new consent to ask and ob ear.
village and tattle, and be familiar with the
hitherto stood back a silent though attentive tain now.’
‘ It cant be !’ said the latter, a slight frown young gentlemen.
Instead of attending
spectator of all that had passed, now stepped
‘ And it will not long be withheld,’ said passing over his brow.
forward.
Harwood with a gratified look. ‘ Your manly
‘ My name is Gow,’ said the stranger ri balls and parties, and dancing night into
‘ It is so,’ said the former after letting his conduct now, Mr. Ashley, has confirmed the ding up to the door without offering to dis day, why this mechanic’s daughter was
languid eye rest a moment on the face of the highly favorable prepossessions I had con mount. ‘ You are Mr. and Mrs. Ashley, I be found with the poor—watching by the bed
stranger, it is even as I suspected—Mr. Har ceived of your character, and even without lieve. She I perceive knows me ; and well side of the sick and the dying.
What
wood—Frank Harwood ?’
this, I know not that I should ever have at may she remember me and my former inju could be more against Fanny Williams than
‘ You call my name sir,’replied the stran tempted to sunder those whom God has so ries. And for that reason have I presumed
this, asked her old companions. And then
ger, closely scanning the pale and livid fea evidently put together.’
to call at your door. I ask not to enter for 1 she is not fond of being at the card table.
tures of the man lying before him, ‘ You call
While this tender scene was enacting most am unworthy—and yet for myself, perhaps, I
me rightly, but I do not now recollect where, of the settlers, astonished and dismayed at should be thankful that I was once directed And strange and unaccountable in a young
hr when, I may have met with you.’
the unexpected intelligence they had just to this spot, for the lesson here received in girl of eighteen, she would not go about the
‘ Do you not remember your father’s for heard, had withdrawn from the spot in si the awful death of my associate in crime, and streets and talk of the promising young men
mer agent for this settlement, and the advi lence, and were standing in the background, my long imprisonment that followed, were of the village. Everybody appears to like
ser and assistant of your youthful errors ?’
with blank and disconcerted countenances, the means, 1 trust, pf plucking me as a brand Fanny, they would say, but she is no belle,
‘ Colvin !’ exclaimed the stranger in sur leaving the happy little group of father, from the burning. For many years I have i and people notice her only to encourage
prise, ‘ Colvin !—can this be Richard Col- ; daughter, lover, parson, sheriff’and little Da been an unworthy preacher of the gospel, la
her. She would not read novels all night,
vin ?’
vid, about the only persons whose interest boring in the far west. Returning once more
She
At the mention óf that name all the oldest | were not unfavorably affected by the devel and for the last time, to visit my native New and therefore was not sentimental.
settlers stepped up and bending over the! opment, by themselves indulging in the joy England, I have come some distance out of was no heroine, but would generally be
man, looked intently in his face.
ous emotions to which the occasion gave my course to see you—to perform a duty to found poring over some idle history, or
‘ It is,’ they presently exclaimed, ‘ it is Col rise, and the three last named especially, giv you, and my own soul—to ask that forgive moral book—a good enough book perhaps,
vin, but oh how changed !’
ing vent to their feelings in pious ejaculations, ness which my God, 1 humbly hope, has ex but not exactly the thing for a girl who ex
‘ You say truly,’ rejoined the old man after hearty congratulations, and half suppressed tended to one so utterly unworthy of his pects to be married. She would not go to
a pause in which he seemed to be collecting exclamations of unbounded delight, accord mercies. Can you, sir, forgive all the inju church in silks and satins, and when she
his failing energies to speak further. ‘ You ing to their respective characters. Their at ries I intended to you ?’
got there, she would not stare about to see
say truly of thè wretched object before you— tention was now arrested however by a faint
‘ Freely !’ replied Ashley, visibly touched
changed indeed, but less changed in person ' groan from the old mau. They turned—he at the deep abasement of the other, ‘ freely, who was who, and what was what, like oth
er girls. What had got Fanny Williams athan in guilt. Franklin Harwood, in May! had just breathed his last.
The falling of from my heart, most freely !’
Martin, the girl before you, behold your own ; some body, followed by the loud shriek of a
‘ And you dear lady, you, who have yet long so ? 7 It was surprisingly strange. She
daughter 1’
I female within the house, now suddenly more to forgive ?’
was not fretful, nor peevish, and never scold
‘ My father !’ uttered May in surprise.
| struck on their startled ears.
‘ If you sir,’ said she, ‘have the forgiveness ed on washing days, and how therefore
All rushed to
‘ Her father !’ exclaimed many voices at the open door. Martin Jay weltering in his of God and my husband, it shall not long be could she make a good wife ?
They say
once.
blood on the floor with his throat cut from said that you lack the forgiveness of Mrs. she is sweet tempered, but that is nothing
‘ Her father ! Frank Harwood only son of ear to ear, and writhing in the agonies of a Ashley for an offence against May Martin—
in a girl. We are all sweet tempered. At
the old proprietor, her father 1’ almost shriek death, which, in a paroxism of remorse, shame you have it sincerely.’
ed both Martin and his wife at the same in and desperation, his own hand had inflic
‘ Dismount sir,’ said the Judge, ‘ walk in home she does the house work, from boiling
an apple dumpling, down to sweeping the
stant.
ted.
and dine with us.’
‘ Can this gentleman be my father ?’ again
‘ Nay, it may not be—it may not be, wor floor—and other such idle and unfashiona
timidly asked May, looking up enquiringly
Ten years had rolled away ; when one day thy people.—However, we may forgive, or e- ble things, which soil the hands and are onto Ashley.
a meek looking and plainly dressed stranger ven respect, there may yet be associations genteel. Beside all this, she is as poor as
‘ It is the gentleman of whom I spoke, as on horseback was seen, with a hesitating air, connected with individuals which must ren Job’s cats, and never appeared to care
we came along May,’ replied the latter. ‘ I, turning into the same yard where the closing der their presence forever painful. T
It‘ were i about money any more than shining in the
thought I half suspected something like this. scene of our tale took place. A large two better that I tarried not ; but ere 1 leave,’ he j world. She was pleasant and sociable eAnd why not of so near a tie ? See !’ he story building with corresponding out houses, continued riding up close to the door step on
continued with animation waving his hand to now occupied the former site of Martin’s which the couple now stood, and extending nough for some folks, but how was it possi___ in ble, that a girl who makes so little noise
the spectators and pointing from the features dwelling. A sturdy young farmer, of per his hands, ‘ I would take a hand of each
of the father to those of the daughter. * See! haps twenty five, was in the now improved token of peace, and as the seal of forgiveness.’ with her tongue as Fanny, should have
TTI ~
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did ever mirror that mellows while it truly and handsome yard teaching two ruddy fa
caught the notice of
the parson-—above ..II
all
His request
being complied
with,
he 1lifted
reflects the landscape—did ever mirror throw ced little boys, of the probable ages of six and his tearful eyes to heaven and ejaculated in men ! She never pryed into the affairs of
back the softened picture more faithfully ?’
eight years, how to shoot with bow and ar broken utterance—
her neighbors—how then should she know
‘ It is even so,’said Harwood, now step row.
‘ O my Father above, who could forgive how to manage her own !
When she is
ping and taking the hand of the unresisting
‘ May I ask who at present resides here ?’ me, the vilest of the vile, and bless one so ut not reading or assisting her parents, she is
and pleased girl. ‘ It is even so—it can be timidly asked the stranger.
terly sinful and lost, wilt thou bless and pros
no other than the too long neglected child of
per these thy servants—their little ones and busy with her needle for her family or the
‘ Judge Ashley,’ was the free reply.
a much injured, though lawfully wedded
all that is theirs—not only in the things of poor. She is altogether too modest for a
‘ And these pretty boys—are they his?’
mother, who I trust, at this auspicious mo
this life, but in that light and love which is girl of eighteen ; and has not half brass e‘ They are, Sir.’
ment is looking down from her place in heav
‘ I once knew something of the people of here our only durable happiness, and hereaf nough to say “ yes” to any man. She has
en to forgive and bless, in the pleased wit this valley—and I trust I shall be excused for ter our heaven.’
a graceful figure enough, but she never la
nessing of this late union of father and making some enquiries concerning them.
Casting one long and mournful look on the ces herself, or takes pains to set it off in the
daughter. And if she,’ he continued with an How is Mr. Ashley esteemed in the world ?. happy pair, and bowing a mute farewell, he
most graceful manner. And yet has Fanny
affectionate smile, ‘ if she of heaven can do
‘ Esteemed !—humph ?—the very first slowly rode away and was ssen no more.
Williams got married to the parson ! How
this, what says my fair child of earth ?’
man in the county.!’
marvellous
! strange ! said these good souls,
FANNY
WILLIAMS.
‘ And your name—may I ask it !’
A sweet smile broke through the starting
who had contrived every possible way to en
A SECRET WORTH KNOWING.
‘ Certainly—David Buller—never ashamed
tears of the daughter in reply.
‘ Let me proceed,’ said the wounded peni to tell it in my life.’
The reader cannot have forgotten the trap the parson. “ Ah ! it is quite plain,”
And have you not a farm too, by this time, brief sketch which we gave, a month since, they continued with a knowing toss of the
leni, ‘ 1 know—I feel that I have but a few
»more moments left me, and 1 would improve from your own earnings ?’
of Lucky Tom, who was alledged by his head, “ that she is in possession of some
‘ Hardly—from my own earnings—and yet old cronies, to be in possession of some marvellous secret—that accounts for all.”
lhem in undoing as far as 1 can, the mischief
I have done—I now grieve to say, deliber I have a lot of the finest wild land in the set
That a poor mechanic’s daughter should
ately done. You men and owners as you tlement, and I’ll tell you how queerly 1 got it. marvellous secret for becoming rich. He succeed after this sort, unless she possessed
was
a
poor
mechanic,
and
in
a
manner
that
.have thought yourselves, of this settlement, You know, that is if you heard of it, that ayou more than others, in my dark career of bout ten years ago there was a sort of up puzzled his old dram loving associates, be some indescribable charm, is highly ridicu
'crime have I injured. Under pretended turning here, and change of owners. Well, came by degrees rich, and one of the orna lous.—And the worst of the matter is that
ownership of this valley, I gave you false and Mrs. Ashley that now is, God bless her noble ments of the village. We have heard ma she should have been married without' ap
worthless titles to the lands which you now heart I gave me this lot outright for services ny unthinking ones wonder what this gol pearing to have once thought of having re
occupy and which, till within a few months she fancies I did her at the time of this fra den secret could be. It is hoped that oth course to those common means for husband
belonged to this gentleman’s father, who hav cas—1 could tell you all about it, but 1 sup ers have been more successful. It is a se catching, those little artifices, winks, inuening become apprised of his son’s former pose you have heard of the money digging af
cret that is of far more value to its posses does, smiles and all the well directed artille
clandestine marriage and a living offspring fair, and what then happened ?’
‘ I have—what happened at the time, but sor than the philosopher’s stone—and yet is ry of the eyes, was absolutely astonishing,
somewhere in Vermont, bequeathed them all
before his death, as I accidentally learned, to not after.—What became of the old occu within the reach of every mechanic in the and proof conclusive that she was in pos
this abused and persecuted girl. Would to pants who then lost their farms ?’
country. While they are searching anew, session of something that others had not.
heaven I had remained ignorant of the fact,
‘ Why Martin, you see, being the best we beg leave to speak of another secret, or What a lucky man old Williams is ! and oh !
¡for it led to my second offence against you. judge of what he deserved, like a sensible charm, which deserves the attention of what a lucky girl is Fanny 1 A pretty
Not content with having once defrauded you man, cut his throat on the spot; and the young ladies. Being generally supposed to wife truly, such a girl will make for a cler
cut of the price of your farms, and proved judge and his wife thought, considering it
gyman. She is in league with some old
treacherous to my patron to whom I repre would be no more than a fair shake to take possess a much quicker apprehension than witch or grandame—some fortune teller at
sented those lands to be so worthless, that he his farm, after helping oft his sweet widow— the other sex, they will unquestionably
cn this account, and owing to family troub two of the money diggers ran away more name it at once. There is no occasion, for the foot of the hill, who has revealed to her
les and growing infirmities, never afterwards scared than hurt, and their farms were also tunately, ofour requesting them to commu the art of making every body love her. It
enquired about them or employed others to taken ; and as to the rest, the judge let them nicate it to their fair sisters—as it is not un must be so—else why should she be thought
look them up—not content with this double off easy, paying them for tbeii* betterments* as charitable to presume that if they discover so much of, and we neglected, who have for
fraud, 1 laid a second plan to rob you of all much as their whole farms were worth, ’twas it, they cannot keep it to themselves.
years been master of all the female accom
of these farms at a blow, or make you pay said. Well he could Afford to do it, for all
Fanny Williams was the daughter ofa plishments—in which she is so evidently
for them again, by getting them into the pos the wild lands of the valley fell to him, be
She was wanting. She is not like other girls.
session of my associate, and young pupil in sides his father in law, dying soon after, left poor, hard working mechanic.
Thus thought and spake the old and
the
idol
of
a
father
’
s
heart.
Not
eminently
crime, yon prisoner, by means of cheating the him all his property—that is about half of it,
unconscious owner into a marriage with him, giving the rest to the charities.—And now beautiful, she was what is termed by con young women concerning Fanny Williams.
before the will should become known here, sir, seeing you have rather a free knack of noisseurs good looking. It is quite evident It was a mystery how she had so gained the
or she apprised of her true parentage and asking questions yourself, supposing I ask however, to the good gossips Gf the village, affections of every body.
She had never
standing, and thus inflict another irreparable you one ? What is your name ?’
who generally see farther than other people, put herself forward in the least, but now
injury on the worthy family of my early pat
‘ Do you hot recollect me ?’
that Fanny had u a way of getting up in she was before them all. “ Fortunate Fan
ron. Nor was even this enough for me—1
the world,” quite different from that of ny—the daughter of a poor mechanic—who
must filch a large sum of money from a num *This word for improvements made on lands,
has thus risen so mysterious!}7 from poverty
ber of you, in making you pay my associate and frequently found on the Vermont Statute their own daughters.
“ What can it be ?” said one—“ Fanny to competency—what may the secret be I
and*
1 equal sharer in all the booty gained or to Book, was we believe, coined by the legislature
be gained by our wicked plots, for his pre of that state, but whether in a legislative or lit was thought no more than our Nance, when She has some charm that works upon the
a child—aqd yet, bless my stars, she is go- hearts of all. We must pry into it
Ay,
tended skill in helping you to discover a fan- erary capacity we never understood.
a
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pry into it! go and ask the sweet girl, and
certainly most fortunate will you be in dis
covering the charm, if you allow it to make
you all as charming as Fanny Williams.
Claremont Eagle.
FOREIGN WIFE HUNTERS.

We find in Frazer’s Magazine the follow
ing remarks, which appear to us not inap
plicable to this country. Foreigners, by the
help of a little impudence and a great deal
of hauteur and assumption, find no difficulty
in gaining access to the “ good society”cir
cles in this country, and when there, are
carressed and flattered, and bowed to, as if
they were a superior order of beings.
Our
republican belles show a decident penchant
for foreign beaux, especially if they sport a.
ferocious pair of mustaches, dr assume the ti
tle of‘ Me-Lord,’ ‘ Chevalier/ ‘ Baron,’ &c.
4,1 If is no unusual thing for a married for
eigner to take an additional wife in England,
provided he can get a little money with her.
The chances are that a moderate sum keeps
the foreign lady quiet even if she hears of
the affair. If she is troublesome, it is only
going back to the continent with the En
glish money and without the English wife*
1 have myself known three cases of this kind J
and strange to say, the heroes, as if they in
tended to serve as samples of their respect
ive nations, were all three of different coun
tries.
The one was an Italian, the other a
Frenchman, and the third a German. The
Italian managed best ; he contrived to hush
up the business, and to reconcile the parties.
The Italian wife who is by far the prettiest
of the two, lives at the expense of the En
glish one, and sometimes pays her a senti
mental visit, and is very kind to the AngloItalian children.
The German took advantage of his
English lady’s indignation on hearing of the
previous marriage, and obtained, in some of
the little principalities of Germany a favora
ble divorce, which left him in possession of
the best part of the English fortune. The
Frenchman mismanaged the affair and was
obliged to run for it; and I do not know
how matters have been settled : families
like to keep these things quiet, or we should
hear of many more—for they are now of
almost daily occurrence. It is, indeed, gen
erally asserted, that Prince Puckler Muskau
himself c<me in this country in order to
marry a rich widow, now higher than a
countess, but then only a viscountess. That
he had a wife living, seemed no great objec
tion in his eyes ; the ill-natured world abroad say that it was the only objection in
the lady’s eyes.”
Slave trade discovered by a Shark.—
\ very singular circumstance occurred, in
May last, on board H. M. schooner Pickle,
Lieut. Bagot, who was cruising off the Isle
of Pine, for the purpose of capturing vessels
engaged in the slave trade. Seeing a very
large suspicious looking schooner, he made
chase after her, and coming up, found her
to carry the royal flag of Spain, and on ex
amining her papers, nothing to convict her
of slave trading, though the slave-deck and
other circumstances gave every indication
that she had recently had slaves on board.
In the middle watch, a fishing line which
had accidentally been left trolling from the
Pickle, was observed to be swerving in all
d irections, and on being hauled in, a shark
about four feet long was found at the hook.
On opening it in the morning, a bundle of
papers was found in its belly, which, on ex
amination, proved to be the papers of the
suspicious looking Spanish schooner, shew
ing her to be a slaver, having landed a car
go of 293 slaves only four hours before she
was seen by the Pickle. She was accord
ingly captured, being convicted upon her
own singular testimony.—Hob. Town Cour,

Cancer.—A jeweller who had a bad can
cerous pimple on his cheek, having occa
sion to dissolve some gold in nitromuriatic
acid, rubbed it several times, unconsciously,
with his impregnated fingers ; and was sur
prised to find it speedily change its appear
ance, and shortly disappear. M. Recamier, suspecting the cause, made several uni
formly successful experiments of the same
nature ; and thus has accident discovered a
new caustic for cancerous affections. The
proportions he adopts tre one ounce of the
acid to six grains of chloruret of pure gold.
Pennsylvanian.
A FINE SITE.

There is a house about twenty miles dis
tant from Bennington, Vt. which is built in
two States, three counties and four towns.
The states are New York and Vermont; the
counties are Rensselaer, Bennington and
Washington ; and the towns Bennington,
Shaffsbury, White Creek and Hoosic.—The
house was built by Mr. Matthews, who
through sonie freak of fortune became sub
ject to those unwelcome visitors yeclept
sheriffs. On one occasion the Sheriff of Ben
nington Co. Vt. called at the house, and on
enquiry found that Mr. M. had gone to the
State of Neiv York. The hall being quite
capacious, and the division line of the States
running longitudinally through the centre ;
and with his table for dinner set in the cen
tre ; he with his wonted hospitality invited
the sheriff to dine with him.—The sheriff
accepted the invitation, and seated himself
in his state, while Mr. M. preferring the oth
er side, sat down with him, bidding defiance
to all the authority of John Doe and Rich
ard Roe.

judge; white.
The French Question.—The New York
We publish below the reply of Judgei Commercial Advertiser in stating the differ I [From the New York Cour, and Enquirer]
White, to the Committee of the Tennessee
f MorefrUits bf the Trades1 Union.-^
Latestfrom Europe.—The London packet
[From the Cincinnati Whig ]
Legislature/appointed to notify him of their ent views expressed by different editors in | course of our career as public journalist« w
ship Sampson, has arrived at New York,
Mqbism- in Michigan.—The new acting nominàtiomof him for the office of President. reference to the actual posture of our rela
bringing London dates to Oct. 10. They do Governor of Michigan has got himself into no
tions with France, and to the reported de have never had occasion to record a ’
not contain any news of much importance. little trouble by his aspiration for office. It The answer is of a more marked character mand for the payment of the first instalment wanton and disgraceful outrage than t?6
S The accounts from Spain are encouraging for seems that the people of that Territory are than we should have expected from this quar which is positively asserted by some to have which we are about to relate. On Fr t
the prospects of Mr. Mendizabal’s ministry. by no means disposed to place themselves un ter. The judge has been driven by the oppo been made, and by others denied, employs evening, a person by the name of Th™?
Browning, in the employ of Geib & w?“
<<Tbe!e have been some instances of disaffec der his supervision. Mr. Horner has certain sition he has met with to assume an attitude the following language.
*
piano-forte manufacturers, in passing f?’
tion in the French army, which are probably ly got himself into most uncomfortable quar of independence, which enables him to speak
“ We have made the foregoing citations the
house of a friend, down Hammond ¿1!
with great plainness and truth of the admin
not important.
ters, as the following outrage, which we co istration to which heretofore he has given his from our cotemporaries, that the readers may to Gieenwich, was attacked by a brutal
LONDON, OCT. 10.
be
as
well
informed
as
ourselves
upon
this
py from the Detroit Journal, will amply adherence. He describes the Jackson party
mob, consisting of some fifty
It would appear that dissatisfaction very j demonstrate.
most important question. Our own impres cowardly
lows masked and otherwise dfeguised U?
almost in the language which we have often sion
generally pervades the French Army. We
is, that the demand for the money has
DETROIT, OCT. 15.
used in reference to it, as “ a party notfound been renewed, and that the French cabinet after beating and kicking, the life neaifr S
find by the papers before us, that on the 30th
“ We regret to learn that a highly disrepu
ult. and 1st inst. 25 sub officers and two sol table riot occurred at Ypsilanti, on Monday ed upon any settled principles, composed of men not feeling disposed to receive any thing short of him, took him into a vacant lot, dabbed
diers of the 11th Regiment of the line, were j night. The house in which the Actino belonging to every political sect, having no of a direct explanation have again refused i him over with tar, emptied a bolster fift
brought prisoners into Toulouse, escorted by j Governor lodged was assaulted, the windows common bond of union save that of a wish to payment. If such be the fact, it is clear that feathers on him, and then left him to his 15
a gendarmerie. They were said to be impli-iI of his chamber broken, and to shelter him- place one of themselves in the highest office the differences between the two countries A circumstance which adds to the atroX*
known to the Constitution, for the purpose of
cated in the conspiracy lately discovered in
are widening, and a prudent forecast should of the act is, that the unfortunate victim wa«
in reality not the man for whom the o
that city. The 9th, 17th and 37th Regi- Ii self from their missiles, he was obliged to re- having all the honors, offices and emoluments of prepare the nation for the event.”
meats of the line are also said to be infected ! ^nATl/mornhur8
do,or’ wbe,e *,e fw Government, distributed by him among his folWe repeat what we have before said, that was intended. Fie was mistaken for a n?
with republicanism. The government was
T!™'>
Z?'“rS- Sud*11 ^lineatton of the character of no official explanation had been given by the son by the name of James Jackson, a J[
proceeding otherwise vigorously, dismissing <,ed him five dollars to n-wtho A» ° * C|1a* tbe party,, by one who until recently has been I icsident up to the period of the last advieps whom these cowardly ruffians entertained!
the commandants of the National Guard, and by the mob to his house4diwage done j a distinguished member of it,, is
advices g.uuge,
grudge, oecause
because ne
he had re
refused to join th
is deserving
deserving of
of from Paris And vL r. A
teZ X
S°dety °fTlada8’
TIP rQi>n it 11 n <r flip Praee
*
i attention. So also is the charge against Gen. we
persecuting the Press. Th/.
The editor of .the. ’
Jackson implied in the declaration, that he Rothschild was authorized to receive pavReformatenr was again convicted on Wed
Pirate.—Bark Hortensia, Masricott, at Bal
United Slates Bank.—-So much has beon
nesday last of a seditious libel, and sentenced timore from Rio Janeiro, reports Oct. 31st, shall disdain “ an attempt to win his way to
power upon one set of principles, and then to I by Mr? Barton' thaMrwtfrd' b»"’f«!,dvis«d I smd of various branches having been sold out
to three months imprisonment and a fine of light airs from S. S. E. at 7 A. M. in lat.3l nraet.ee
>■
W
e
give
the
letter
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to
present
the
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practice upon another A
’
that we have ascertained from an authentic’
6000 francs.
N. and Ion. 71 W. going N. W. a sail was entire :—Boston Daily Adv.
( source that the following branches have bZ
LONDON, 10th OCT. 2 O’CLOCK.
strued
his
instructions,
and
presented
the
discovered to S. W. close on the wind, on
i disposed of
The pressure in the money market contin the starboard tack. A few moments after,
draft without consultation with Mr. Barton
NASHVILLE, OCT. 24, 1835.
Branch at Portsmouth,
ues without abatement, and Consols have in ;
Gentlemen : I have the honor to acknowl. when payment was refused, on account of nJ
we discovered her to be a topsail schooner
do.
consequence dropped to 904, at which there ' without maintopmast. She bore down and edge the receipt of your communication un. official explanation having been communica
Hartford,
do.
are no buyers.
I
Burlington,
set her square sails, as if she wanted to speak der date of yesterday, enclosing a copy of a ted.—Philadelphia Gaz.
do.
Utica,
Omnibus Umbrella.—A French mechanic, us. At 8 A. M. she fired three guns. The preamble and resolution of the General As
do.
Buffalo,
sembly
of
the
State
ofTennessee,
recommend

A PORTRAIT of the leaders of the Van
' it is said, has lately invented a kind of pora-! vessel looking suspicious, we continued our
do.
Baltimore,
Buren party, by an original Jaclison-man.
pluie, called an omnibus.—This umbrella,'• course. At 9 A. M. she fired another gun, I ing me as a suitable person to succeed the
do.
Fayetteville,
lhe editor of the Washington Sun, gives
very light, is of the ordinary dimensions, and ■ and we showed our colours—dt 10, being in present Chief M agistrate of the United States.
do.
Lexington,
To
receive
evidence
at
any
time
that
the
our
wake
she
jibed
ship
and
stood
directly
the
following
portrait
of
the
leaders
of
the
do.
by means ofa spring may be extended at
Charleston,
do.
pleasure, so as to place under cover, two, for us, when we had no doubt that she was a representatives of the people of my own Van Buren party. We would recommend
Mobile,
State
continue
to
repose
confidence
in
me
PIRATE.
'
We
had
no
long
guns,
but
pre

it
to
the
attentive
perusal
of
the
public.
We
four, or even six persons at once.
do.
New Orleans,
pared our small arms, (consisting of three bird would be highly gratifying ; but at this par should judge it to be a correct likeness,—at
do.
Natchez,
From Lima.—The New Bedford Gazette guns, one blunderbuss and six pair of pistols) ticular time, and after such multiplied efforts least, we have no reason to doubt its correct
do.
St. Louis,
publishes the following extract of a letter, i and put on poles eight or ten bayonets with a have been unceasingly made, from various ness, as it is painted by a man who served his
do.
Louisville,
determination to sell our lives as dear as pos quarters, to destroy my reputation, to receive apprenticeship with the party, and is now free.
Hated
paYta, july 18, 1835.
do.
,r[
Cincinnati.
This unhappy country has been in civil sible. We resolved not to send our boat on such testimony of increased confidence, is The People are honest, and it is only neces
1 he other
..v,. branches
u,uhlijcs will
win be
oe closed as son«
board
nor
permit
hers,
to
board
us
;
intend

matter
calculated
to
call
forth
my
most
pro

sary
to
have
them
know
these
men
to
shun
war since 23d July last. A newly created
as practicable, the object of the Bank beirN?
found
acknowledgments.
ing
to
continue
our
course
until
she
sunk
us
them
—
Portland
Adv.
General of the name of Salavery, a madman
to effect a final close on terms most agree?
Some of those who are members of the
and a fool, taking the advantage of the ab with her long guns. We made the lady and
There is a kind of negative principle ble to the communities where the debt wa«
contraeipd We doubt if
-.c this
.< ■ retreat
. . of W
sence of the legitimate Government, with a children passengers lay close on the cabin present General Assembly, and who were among the conductors of the Van Buren press contracted.
Z
handful of men took possession of the city of floor, it being out of the way of shot. At 11 members of the same body two years ago, which wears almost the appearance of a posi Bank before a powerful and active opponent
Lima without firing a shot. He was already A. M. she fired a round shot which fell short can bear testimony to the fact that I earnesffy tive virtue. We mean the unshaken fidelity will not figure hereafter as a bright prize a
Governor of the Castles in Callao. Of course —immediately after she set fore-top-gallant endeavored to prevent my name from being with which they comply with the terms, and the history of Finance.—N. Y. Daily.
sail and lower steering sail. At 2 P. M. submitted to the American people for the
that strong hold was secure to him.
serve out the period of vassalage to which
He put a heavy contribution on the people, being near us, she fired round and grape • highest office within their gift : but my ef they are bound. It may be, that this fidelity
Trial of Abner Kneeland.—The trial of Ab.
forts
have
been
unavailing.
A
state
of
things
the
shot
fell
a
long
way
ahead
of
us
and
the
and in fact frightened the citizens into a be-1
is
forced
upon
them by necessity. It may be, ner Kneeland, came on last Wednesday be
lief that he was the man to govern the coun grape close under our counter—she kept has been produced which induced a portion that there could not be found another man in fore the Supreme Court in session in thi«
try ; and I am sorry to say all the Foreign au hearing us and fired three guns in quick suc of my political friends to believe the interest the country, to whom their aid would not be city. It will be recollected that he was inthorities beginning to think so, allowed him cession. The lart shot being at 3h. 30m., of the country would be promoted by the use a disadvantage. Whatever be the reason, dieted tor blasphemy about two years since
to make Military Blockades, and even to shut when a quarter ofa mile distance, to all of of my name as a candidate ; and when ap when we consider the parties, lhe fact be and convicted in the Municipal Court—from
the port of Payta against Foreign trade ; so which we paid no regard, at which mo plied to, on various occasions, I have given comes matter of astonishment. A band of which decision he appealed to the Supreme
that Payta is no longer a port of entry. He ment we were struck with a heavv squall my consent, and pow I take this opportunity political “ free companions,” whose pens are Court. 1 he trial came on and after eloquent
has not yet interfered with the entry of whale from W. S. W. when she took in all sail but to state that this consent will not be with at the command of any ambitious aspirant and learned arguments on both sides, the
ships, and I have hopes he will be reduced fore-top gallant and jib, and kept off, running drawn.
for power, who has the present means of pay case was submitted to a jury, who could not
to his primitive nothingness in less than a 1 her Spanish ensign up and down three times
In common with a large majority of the ment, or who has a fair chance of affording agree, eleven being in favor ofa conviction
and
abandoning
the
chase.
We
carried
all
month from date.
citizens of Tennessee, I was an humble ad- them
n - an
-- opportunity
r r........... , ..
1U UJtJ
one opposed. The case was again tried
of sharing in
the spoiJS
spoils and
‘
during the squall, with the lee cat-head vocate of the principles set forth in the pre-; °F their plundered country, they are unscr
A reaction has taken place, and Gen. Ga- sail
!
with precisely the same result. Yesterday
water, until we lost sight of her.—She amble to your resolution. Tithe and increas- I pulous as to the justice of their master’s quar- was the fourth time that this was brought
marra, (an ex-president) aided by Gen. Santa under
|
Ciuz, the Supreme Chief of Bolivia, are now 1 had a billet head, one yellow streak, and was ed experience have tended to confirm me in reU the objects they are to further or the W k? a
i In the afternoon, Judge
of men, commanded by a black captain, the opinion that on the maintainance of these | means to be resorted to, as was the wildest Wilde delivered a very able and impartial
in the neighborhood of Lima, with a force of I full
'
whom
we
saw
distinctly
standing
on
the
more than 5000 men ; and Salavery’s troops
principles the liberties of the people of the iI .band
mercenaries”” that
that ever
ever bartered
bartered charge—and the jury retired ; soon after
, J of- “‘ mercenaries
are joining them every opportunity. I trust ¡trunk, using violent gestures, with the spy United States essentially depend.
blood for a livelihood. There are no institu which the Court adjourned. Yesterday
glass
m
his
hand.
J
the rebel Chief’s career will be short, and
From the formation of the Federal Consti tions, however sacred or venerable, that they morning, the jury came into Court with a
that the port of Payta will be opened again.
tution up to this time there have been parties
veixlict ofguilty. It will thus be seen that
Suicide.—A coroner’s inquest was held yes in the United States ; when they are separa will not attack ; no men, however pure and
of forty-eight petit jurors, who, after a full
unstained,
that
they
will
not
defame
;
no
po

Troubles in Porto Rico.—By the schooner terday morning over the dead body ¿f a ted upon principles, each may honestly be
hearing, have decided on this case, forlv-six
Octavia, at this port from St. John’s, Porto young girl named Susan Dilion, aged about lieve the permanent welfare of the country sition, however false, that they will not main have been in favor of the guilt of the prisoner.
; no abuse, however degrading, that they
Rico, whence she sailed on the 25th Oct. the J/, «he poisoned herself by taking a lar«»e depends upon having the government admin tain
A motion was filed in arrest of judgment
will not resort to ; and no falsehood, howev
editors of the American have received intelli quantity of solid corrosive sublimate, which istered upon the principles which they advo er plain or palpable, that they will not prop —which will be decided by a full bench. In
gence relative to certain political discontents she placed on an apple, and ate, as it were, cate, and may honorably use every fair effort agate, to achieve the advantage ofa moment. the meantime the defendant has recognized
which have recently been manifested atnon«- like food. She died within ten minutes after to elevate their own party and put down
_______
„„„ llJCand
,
l heir slavishness
is complete,
they act for his appearance in the sum of $500.
the troops stationed at St. John’s. It appears taking the poison. The spectacle at the in their opponents. But when an attempt is i as ’f they knew, that the more abject
...
■
—
was
_____
Journal.
that the news of the movements in Spain in quest was sad indeed. The father and broth madetd create a party not founded upon any their• —
-»i:»- •«-J their
servility,
the greater would- be
favor of the Constitution was received with er of the girl were present, in the deepest settled principles, Composed of men belong- ' chain
Bangor
against
the
WortA
—
We
copy the
chance of reward.
In soul and body
much gratification by a portion of the troops distress. She had been living from home for ing to every political sect, having no common are they bondsmen. Their brains, (but that’s Whig’-ng nnpOrtant ite,n from lhe
Bangor
at St. John’s, and that they were not slow in i nearly two years, with a family on the neck, bond of union save that of a wish to place a small matter,) their consciences, (and that,
testifying their sentiments by shouts and near the city. Her father, we are informed, one of themselves ih the highest office known still less,, all the common faculties, attributes n
Evans has been appointed by the
....................
oluC
uuiher away for misconduct, she having
. -........ -the
songs of which
Constitution,v..was
the
burt,,n,ed

to the Constitution, for the purpose of having and feelings, which operate upon the rest of British Government to make a survey of the
then. The officer
who permitted the soldiery heen the vict,,n of some wretch who had de- all the honors, offices and emoluments of the the world, seem only given to them for the Western harbor on the Irish Coast, with a
nPo..- stroyed her character ; although slightly dis government distributed by him among his
to makee these demonstrations was snnn
soon after
service of their master and for their own view to the selection of the most eligible site
placed in confinement, but this act only serv- ' figured by the fatal effects of poison, her followers, 1 consider such an association, abasement. That this is no exaggerated pic tor a packet (steam) station, to communicate
ed to make them the more discontented, and features showed the remains ot no small whether composed of many or few, a mere ture, we confidently appeal to any man of with Atnerica. Thus it would seem that the
his release from confinement was loudly de share of beauty.—P/w/adeZp/ua Inq.
faction, which ought to be resisted by every common honesty, who has watched their English authorities are moving in this impor
manded. In a short time afterwards the offi
man who loves his country and wishes to course in relation to Judge White and his tant undertaking, so long talked of. Should
An
unfortunate
office-seeker.
—
A
young
feL
cer was sent off in a vessel to Spain, and as ,
- ------ juui.g wiperpetuate his liberty.
we not do something to meet them, and infriends, during the last six months.
soon as the fact had transpired, the soldiers i . nan,e<1 Nightingale, was committed to
To conciliate the favor and procure the
And yet these are the Jeaders-the new sure a continued steam communication from
became so exasperated that the destruction , pr?s,°.n at Lexmgton Ky. a few days since for
lights, of the Van Buren Caucus democracy ! England through Bangor to Boston, and
of the town was threatened. Gen. La Torre, ’ ri,bb,ng a ?enl,eman’s trunk of four hundred support of any man or set of rnen belonging
thence southward ?”
the Governor of the Island, and a highly pop- i dollars and a gold watch. He had in his pos- to any party, I have not changed or agreed to lhe men who fill .the air with shouts of re
change any one political principle I ever publicanism ! who talk of party divisions !
[We hope the Bangoreans will condescend
ular officer, had succeeded thus far in pre-1 sesi?,on a general assortment of files and other
venting matters from coming to extremities,' P.ol,orns of the appointments and parapherna- avowed. Those upon which I have hereto who prate of principles, as if they knew or to touch at Portland, when they shall have
but it was doubted when the Octavia sailed !: l,a
°g
the day of his arrest he fore practiced shall continue to be my guide in recognized any but John Randolph’s celebra- consummated this magnificent enterprise. At
I,a Aof
of
iaairro
g”e. On
, ted ones—the loaves and the fishes : and least we trust the editor of the Whig will or
- .1 .
•11• .
. «
!
♦
L. » X I.
I •
___
whether tranquillity could be maintained Ptated thatbe was
way to Washington whatever situation 1 may be placed, so long as
without bloodshed. The garrison contains ' £et an °ffice under President Jackson, and I believe them to be correct, disdainingas I more than all-these are the men who dare der one of his papers to be left at our office,
no other paper has the newsv direct
the editor of the Louisville Journal says he hope I ever shall, an attempt to win my wav in the face, and before the eyes of the Amer when
•about 3000 troops.—-Baltimore Amer.
to power upon one set of principles, and then ican people, to arraign the conduct, and im born England. We beg pardon of our friend
has no doubt that he would have been suc- to
practice upon another.
pugn
the
motives
of
such
men
as
Hush
L
South worth if we are too inquisitive but
■ Important from Mexico and Texas.—We cesslul if his journey had not been interrupt
Through you, I beg leave to tender to the White and John Bell—of men, who move we have some curiosity to learn how steam
learn that letters have been received by this ed, as he seemed to be “ plentifully endowed
breathe,
and
have
their
being,
in
a
different
morning’s mail, which state that five of the I with the qualities that are generally promi General Assembly my unfeigned and heart sphere, and whose conduct is as incapable of boats can be navigated in the Penobscot,
felt thanks, for this additional evidence of
when the thermometer stands (as the Whi<>
Mexican States had declared against the gov nent in the official corps.”
their continued and unshaken confidence ; being understood, as their virtues are ofbeino- quoted it last winter) 43 degrees below zero}
ernment
that a battle had been fought be
imitated,
by
these
unprincipled
detractors.
”
°
Perhaps the inventive genius of the Bangoretween the Texians and Santa Anians, on the
Remarkable preservation from shipwrick by and for yourself be pleased to accept the as
»ns will devise some means of placing the
20th Oct. at Gonzales, in. which the latter throwing oil on the waves.—Capt. Pilsbury of surance that I am, with sentiments of the
Texaiy.—We understand, says the New boats on runners at the mouth of the river,
were defeated. There was also another bat the schooner James Monroe, from New York highest, respect, your most obedient servant.
kork Daily Advertiser, that the District At and then by the application of steam, bring
HU. L. WHITE.
tle fought at Goliaud, in which the Mexicans for New Orleans, foundered in a severe gale
Messrs. William Ledbetter, &c.
torney for this district, has received instruc them up to the city. Whew ! how will they
lost 300 men and $10,000 worth of stores.
feept. 19, between Florida and the Bahama
tions from the State Department to keep a astonish the natives by the rapidity of their
N. Y. Com. Adv. of 12th.
Bank. 1 he crew were fifty hours in the boat,
“ General Harrison is a disciple of the old sharp look out in his district on the course of movements!]—Portland Advertiser.
A slip from the office of the New Orleans i and by throwing oil on the waves prevented
political
faith—he was educated in the school things tending to interfere with the friendly
hei
filling.
They
were
humanely
taken
off
Bee, furnishes intelligence which tends to
Dispute on the New Hampshire Borders.—
by the bark Jones, of Boston, Capt. J. C. of Washington, Jefferson and Madison—and relations now existing between this Govern
confirm the above.—Boston Patriot.
We are happy to learn from the Concord
is deeply imbued with a love of those great ment and Mexico.
Haruy, and arrived in Boston on Friday.
*
p ataman, tha; the statement contained in a
doctrines of civil liberty and principles of de
Gf>°d> Advice.—In one of the squire courts
Highway Robbery.—'The Ells- etter from Columbia, which was first pub
of New York, a blacksmith, who had the gift
A very pleasant assurance.—Mr. Speaker mocracy for which our fathers fought in the 28?h nl^ad,ai
M
that°n tbe^v«n'ug of the
lished in lhe Newburyport Herald, of the killtke revo^ub°n«
In our second war
of stammering to perfection, was called into Rockwell, in his speech to the House, on
28th ult. as Mr. Peter Coffee, of that village, 'ng ofsJ.ye‘«I persons, in a contest between
court as a witness between two journeymen their vote of thanks for the able, faithful, im with Great Britain, while Martin Van Buren
b°me from Bangor, in a one a--------* s posse, auu
bhenff
and unumoer
a number ot
of the inhabof his in a lawsuit, the amount in question partial, and satisfactory manner, in which he was arrayed in opposition to bis country, parby a ruffian, who “a’lls ®f the disputed territory, is untrue.
being about seventy five cents. The judge, d,scharged the duties of the chair during the alizing its energies and ridiculing the Chief caulht hnkT’
h d °f h,S borse s bridle, and de- Th.ere bad been no lives lost in the quarrel
after hearing his testimony, asked him why session, said to them in his peroration, with a Magistrate under whose administration it was
a»d only two persons were wounded. An
«r '’ . B,em£ himself provided
UlUVIU
he had not advised bis workmen to settle, the degree of feeling which could not be mistak- declared, William Henry Harrison was fight whhdld rb,!?. rn°fn7
n.
?J.E
a,r of
°/loaded
,oade<i Patois,
Cviwurti
on. s™day of
with
a pair
pistols, Mr. C. drew we'Xss S'~?!!
jing its battles.’?.
cordon
»f 1«
cost being five times the amount of the dis en •
robber
fpn
rn
»h
f
?
,n
his
P
ock
?
’
«
‘
«d
it-the
^ith
information
to
the Governor,
puted sum. In reply, the witness observed—
“ Gentlemen : We shall never all meet a- t Van Buren was active in the attempt to robber fell, the wagon from the fright of the consequence of which he’
“ I t-t-t-told the foo-o-o-ls to s-s-s-settle : I gam, either in this house or elsewhere.
elect
De Witt Clinton President, in place of horse, passed over him-the animal running 2i.h am! ‘0 ‘he SCene »f’be difficult«/
■
s-s-s-said the c-c-c-constable would t-t-t-take
Mr. Madison, in 1812 ; the State of New some distance before he could be checked
Some
of
the
gentlemen
were
anxious
to
"
sm?nre.
y- t0
such measures 'J
their c-c-c-coats, the 1-1-1-lawyers their s-s-sYork voted for Clinton with the federal party.
shirts, and if they got into your Honor’s know what would be the Speaker’s final lo But Clinton failed, and then Van Buren turn Mr. C. suspected that by the sudden start of mHPfhe n„any lnsurr«ctio'>ai-y movements as
the
horse,
the
robber
was
thrown
down.
cation.— Boston Transcript.
c-c-c-court, you’d s-s-s-skin ’em.”
Ln Tot t S5ary-- Gen- Lord ,eft c<>“0i-d
ed against him. Clinton, who was really a
--------- — —-—
/
on Tuesday morning.—Boston Pat.
great man, but ambitious, then turned his at
Boston and Maine Rail Road.—We learn
Ifeel satisfied it is so.—I am perfectly sat
T1de.^'arren Bridge.—The law respecting tention to internal improvements in New
nfOm ¿hai nxet7 News Lelter’lbat the survey StrLLm T°St?n AtlaS states’ ,hat ,he Ma"
isfied that it is a saving of money, a measure this bridge, recently passed by the Legislature X7
York
- - He was the projector of the great
Rai R°a<J
connect the states of Mas tShlZmh.^°ryJLSaid “
of economy, for the head of every family to ot Massachusetts, leaves it with the people of western Canal, and labored Jong to induce
ab<>a<
take a newspaper. Simply because the chil Boston and Charlestown jointly to decide, the State to take it up. Van Buren opposed sachusetts and Maine was completed a few three hundred thousand acres._ There
! are
days
since.
It
commences
at
Haverhill,
at
dren read so much more by it—the paper whether this bridge shall become free, on him at every step, and finally, after the Canal
now about three hundred inhabitants on
presenting something new and pleasing to condition of their giving bonds in their cor was nearly completed, had the meanness to he termination of the Andover and Haver :nr'l?jy-1 Th7 are comPos»d chiefly ofsuch
them every week—and thereby supercedes porate capacity to comply with certain con get him turned out of office as Canal Com hill road and passes through Exeter, Lam
s,V:doU^ a8 \.redred ft°m «heir credi
prey River and Dover, to Great Falls, the dis
in part, the expense of going to school for ditions specified m the act.
missioner. Van Buren has always been a
tors, to his spot, which they seem to regard
tance
being
thirty-four
miles.
The
route
was
this purpose. Try it.
creeping, crafty, intriguing politician, shifting found to be much more favorable than was Canad»1*1«0! )'A Satla d,0Se who COmO from
Canada bolding m contempt a judicial proA™? Arkansas Legislature is with every popular breeze : incapable of
Scalding Hogs.—The Wyoming Herald as Rock^y Wh,g-rThe editor of the little conceiving or executing any thing great or anticipated, there will be no great embank iTnbed0^ J
»nd those from the
sures us that the best method is to dip the Rock Times, a sterling Whig, has been elect useful to the people. His ambition never ments or excavations necessary on the route frLL. m ,
d,sdaitnng all forcible measures
and
no
elevation
which
cannot
be
overcome
ed
public
printer
by
a
VO
te
of
56
to
4
over
fiom that quarter. The inhabitants have,
hog in cold water first, and afterwards in hot,
looks beyond party triumphs and the spoils
perfect ease—The Engineer’s opinion
when the bristles come out with great ease the editor of the Gazette, his Van Buren of victory; spoils taken from the public treas with^7«
' uLderVrt’n‘Vdd Reacefully among themselves
iav
T
b
,
le
A
re
'
“
rt
of
»»«i™«»»"
competitor—N Y. Star.
and never set.
,/e.»dS,ln|a«r»t>on of what they call
ury to reward his mercenary partisans.
<&c. will be made known in about two months.
bu^|A’^
utensil bein8 the triKennebec Journal.
Dover Enquirer.
Standard of value.—The worth of eve
The British papers, in discussing the prob
the dnn~”b,C'Jhe J.UdgCS »reao»‘od-»nd
ry thing is determined by the demand for it. able chances of the various candidates for the •i*^!nbiose W.’ Coi®’ the rpan who inflicted
nartv is inr ” unde5
the condemned
In the deserts of Arabia, a pitcher of cold next Presidency, give it as their opinion that
Sleighing.—We learn that several in party is incarcerated.
151
lashes
with
a
rattan,
upon
a
young
lad
water is of more value than a mountain of ¿re.n.* yarr>son will be successful—The named Davis, has been sentenced to six ches of snow fell in some parts
the son
soil diverarts of
of Oxford
Oxford sified and th ~ “ountainous, me
British know something of General Harrison’s
County
last
week,
and
that,
<
gold.
------me
______ to Bethefupon 1 crons—not16^ haVe baen’»“«¡^3^“?
successes,—Concord Statesman.
He has appealed—Portland Adv.
runners.—Portland Jeffersonian.
1
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’ Wa8 attacked i ’M

Texas.The Charleston Mercury publish
es the following from its correspondent.
Mr. Remich—In a former number we
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER JJ1S 1835,
SHIP NEWS.
New Orleans, October 29, * )
AS constantly on hand an extensive as
considered the subjects of time and expression.
Office
of
the
True
American.
C
sortment of
KENNEBUNK, NOV. 21, 1838.
Massachusetts.—In 275 towns, Everett Next to expression in importance perhaps,
“ Dear Sir,—I hasten to give you the latest
has 35,606 votes for Governor ; Morion 23 - and closely allied with it, is pronunciation. news received from Texas. Enclosed you
memoranda.
990; Armstrong 1443.—In 237 towns, the In this, as in other particulars, the great ma will herewith receive the Red River Herald, r®AC0’ aT 1V“Ar- schs‘ Mercator, Smith,
jority of singers are very faulty. In order to containing a mass of late and important news mnnfh -'
S°’
do‘ ’ Sally, Davis, Portsvotes for Lt. Governor are, for Hull (whig) understand what ought to be the mode of pro
XL ?th’ s«hs-Pyretis, Colburn, Scituate ;
28,434 ; Foster (Jackson and anti-mason) nunciation in singing, let us enquire in the from Texas.
Elizabeth, Leavitt, Boston ; Echo, Jordan, do ;
“Also the following extract from a letter
^25,807.
first place what constitutes a good reader? I to a gentleman in this place, dated at
d hbr°°J’ d0’ 5 ^'Flower, Emery
hv nL i®ndsh,p’Moore, do.. Good-Intent, Col
It
is
sufficient
for
our
present
purpose
to
say
Senate.—The Senate consists of 40 mem
“ Nacogdoches, Texas, Oct. 19.
by, Newburyport ; 17th, sch. Henry, Gillna rick
in reply, that distinct articulation, propriety of
“ We were delighted last night by the ar Boston- Sadfd, 12th, sch. Hudson, Clark Bos’
bers. Suffolk returns six whigs, Nantucket pronunciation, correct emphasis and appro
and Dukes 1 do.; Worcester 6 do.; Hamp priate tones of voice, are indispensable requi rival of an express from the Brassos, by whom ton ; 13th, schs. Mary, Staples, Boston ; Newwe were informed of the complete success Castle, Dennis, Gloucester; sip. Joseph, Benson
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
shire 2 do.; Barnstable 1 do.; Franklin 1 do.; sites. The reader must first of all pronounce of the Americans at Goliac, (Labahia); they
«
o
Bigelow s Plants of Boston and its vicinity ;
every
word
plainly,
secondly,
he
must
pro

Essex 5 do.—22. Norfolk returns 3 anti-ma-1
had killed a few of the lancers, who are the
bailed from Portsmouth, 10th inst. ship Marion, Conversations on Vegetable Physiology •
nounce it correctly—thirdly, he must enliven
Grund’s Chemistry ; Comstock’s do.? ’
sons or Jackson-men ; Bristol 3 do. ; Plym the discourse fiy appropriate emphasis and flower of the Mexican army, and taken the Davis, Charleston.
seized on the public store
Blake’s x,
Natural
Philosophy
Grund’s do.
do. ;'
outh 2do. ; Hampden 2 do.; Berkshire 2 do.; tones of voice. It may be added, fourthly, rest prisoners
aiUiaj riJHOSO
pny ;; Grund's
taken possession of 800 stand of arms and a
Valuable
Timber
and
"lake s Astronomy; Grund’s do.; Vose’s do.;
Middlesex 5 do.—17.
1 vacancy in Essex that he must enter into the force and spirit of number of horses.
’
Wood Land at Auction.
Auction
Grammar of Elocution ;
WoodJLand
what hC utters. Without these qualities there
county.
“ Gen. Cos’s troops had departed from that
rF° be soId at Public Auction I DiiTfhy of the Heavens> with a Map;
_______T
, can never be any good reading. It does not place for Gonzales, and there we hope and
||y|i A °n
on Saturday,
Saturday. the
thfi 5th
5ti> day
.1™ of
..r runts Lectures upon Natural History, Geol
Messrs. Betts and Thompson, Judges of; cornPort Wlth our present design to say that believe he will be defeated ; as he is com
ogy, Chemistry, the application of Steam,
December next, at ten o’clock,
tliA
q
__ ♦. khave
___________
surrounded
with hosts
of renders
of pletely surrounded by Americans he will
the IT
U.S.C<
rcu,t f"*
Court,
expressediii
the a|| grades
and professi
w|lo
drably
and interesting discoveries in the Arts—a
Eizhsss«. A. M.
on
the
premises,
have
no
chance
of
retreat.
Yours,
&c.
................ '
valuable work ;•
opinion, in reply to an interrogatory propos- mangle and murder the ‘ King’s English.’
“ P. S.—The stores taken by our men were THE WOOD AN» TIMBER I Watts on the Improvement of the Mind •
ed to them by the ‘ Grand Jury of the United L>ur business is with the singers.
worth $20,000; they had been landed at Co- ?nAM^?Ut TWENTY-ONE ACRES OF Newman’s Rhetorick ; Blair’s do •
’
Our singing should be regulated by the
States for the Southern District of New York,’
pano, and destined for St. Antonio for the th u’/,tUated *n Kennebunk-port, near | Whelpley’s Compend of History/ with quessame
general
principles
as
our
reading
;
and
Hons;
y’ U qUeS
use of the Mexican army. There are now the old Congregational Meeting-house, about'
that “ donations in money, or any thing else, I
we may set it down as an axiom, that a poor
do.
do. with
to the inhabitants of Texas, to enable them to reader can never be a good singer. How 50 men here from Tanaho, who are just a mile from the village, it being part of the Ty tier’s
do. ;
for the seat of war: 90 volunteers land lately owned by Capt. Robert Towne. English Teacher ; Mind and Matter •
engage in a civil war with the sovereignty of j rnany singers are there who pronounce their starting
left here a few days since.
Ine same will be sold in Lots, of from one to Alger’s Murray’s Exercises Murray’s Key
words
mortal‘ ~~"
could
Mexico, is in no sense beginning or setting wn,
Jc! so
" that any ------,J “understand
“J
three acres. ] ’s a very
__ valuable
____ w
“ Natchitoches, La. Oct. 25, 1835.
growth of; Grund’s Solid Geometry ; do. Plane do •
what
they
were
singing
?
Probably
not
one
Pine Timber and Hard Wood. Conditions Holbrook’s first Lessons in Geometry ;
on foot or providing the means of a military
“ Yours, &c.
J. CABLE.”
in fifty. How many there are whose chief
made known at the time of sale.
Colburn’s Algebra ; Bailey’s do ;
expedition from the U. S. or their territory,” concern is to get the right sound if they can,
George Thompson.—This miserable crea
B* F. MASON, Auctioneer.
Flint’s Surveying ; Hale’s do.;
and consequently, that the holding of meet and let the words take their chance. This ture has left the United States no more to re
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 19 1835.
Parley’s first book of History ; do. second do. ;
ings or the appointment of committees by our is precisely the reverse of what ought to be turn. He sailed from Boston a few days a«o
Parley’s third book of History ;
citizens, to provide means and make collec the case. In Psalm-singing the words of for the British Province of New Brunswick.
SETTLE. Goodrich’s U. S. History, with Emerson’s
course deserve our chief attention. What He has gone with all his sins upon his head.
subscribe? having often called upon
questions ;
tions for that purpose, do not amount to anv ever
neglect
besides,, ificy
they should
be Not a word of apology or explanation has
~, we “
'-b'vv* ucsiucd
bnoum not ne
those indebted to him for CARDING Webster
—
’s U. S. xuaiurv
History x;
offence under the 6th section of the act of' neglected. A certain teacher of music who been offered by him or by the abolitionists & CLOTH-DRESSING, to settle their ac Walch
’s Book keep^ ;
I felt sufficiently the importance of this sub
Congress, passed April 20, 1818, viz
who have foisted him upon the public, in re counts, and as many remain unsettled, he Parker’s Exercises in Composition.
“ Sec. 6.—And be it further enacted, that ject, was accustomed to say,44 Take care of ply to the affidavits which have been publish
““.5°" say 10 ,ul1 such>.»nless their notes Hall’s Lectures ; do. do. to Female Teachera
if any person shall within the territory or the wordsand let the music take care ofitself.” ed, proving that in 1830 he was convicted of 1
aeJ‘ltd
Scho<>> Manual; Infant School Cards
jurisdiction of the United States, begin, or set Without subscribing fully to this sentiment, being a thief; having stolen from his employ- Kav
’
Jmt’na1^
.1 f
^™ry School ;
it
would,
perhaps,
be
better
to
say,
“
This
day of January 1836, they will be left in Donnegan’s Greek & English Lexicon i
on foot, or provide, or prepare the means for
i ers no less a sum than £160 sterling, or about first
1
ought
ye
to
do
and
not
to
leave
the
other
bunds of an attorney for collection#
any military expedition or enterprise, to be
■ g>7&0,—and that, after having been forgiven the
1
Greek Testament ; Greek Reader;
carried on from thence against the territories undone.” The heedlessness which is man for a previous offence of the same character.
L ,
J. G. MAYO.
Greek Lessons ;
ifested
in
distorting
words
out
of
their
prop

Kennebunk, Nov. 14, 1835.
t>r dominions of any foreign Prince or State
No apology has been given for his having
Gould’s Virgil ; Latin Reader ;
or of any colony, district or people, with er sJ]ape and accent, and combining and assumed the clerical office under which he
Latin Tutor ; Latin Lessons ;
BOX RAISINS.
whom the United States are at peace : every huddling different words together, is quite preached repeatedly, though never having
Ciceronis Orationes ; Anthon’s Sallust ;
i
intolerable.
Inaccuracies
of
this
kind
are
UST
received
and
for
sale,
fresh
Box
Raiperson so offendingshall be deemed guilty of j
been authorized to do so by the forms or au
Caesar’s Commentaries ;
sins of a superior quality.
« high misdemeanor, and shall be fined not sometimes extremely ludicrous, not to say thority of any denomination.»
Greek, Latin & French Grammars ;
revolting.
It
is
impossible
to
give
illustra

exceeding three thousand dollars, and im
T_
, , w
WM. LORD.
N. Y.Jour. Com.
Recueil Choisi.
tions on paper, which can only be given viva
Kennebunk, Nov. 13,1835.
prisoned not more than three years.”
Charles XII (French) ;
voce ; every person who has paid the least
The French Treaty.—The Washington
French Testament ;
STRAY COW.
The Legislature of Georgia assembled at attention to the subject will readily under Globe has another article on the subject of
stand the difficulty. The following line af our affairs with France. It does not afford /^1AME into the enclosure of the subscri- Nugent’s French Dictionary.
Milledgeville on the 2d inst. In the Senate fords a striking example of the manner in
any additional information on the subject, but yy her, on Wednesday, 4th inst. a large American first class book ; National Reader i
there are, according to the National Intelli which words are sometimes hugely blended-: its tone is such as to justify the inference, light brown Cow, with* large horns. The Introduction to N. Reader; Young Readerthat in the opinion of the conductors of that owner is requested to prove property, pay Analytical Reader ; Introduction to do. ; ’
gencer, 54 Union-men and 31 State Rights----- “ Will I for help repair.”
Sequel to Analytical Reader ;
men ;—in the House of Representatives 102 In singing the word help, many singers seem paper, a very conciliatory tone is not to be charges and take her away.
Scientific Class Book ; Leavitt’s Easy Les
t
RUFUS
EDWARDS.
expected
in
the
President
’
s
message.
The
to be unwilling to take the trouble to com
of the former and 68 of the latter.
sons ; Sequel to do. ;
Lyman, Nov. 9,1835.
press their lips suddenly and forcibly into Globe, after presenting a summary view of
Moral Class Book ; Classical Reader ;
the
question,
appeals
to
the
world
to
say,
HORSE FOR SALE.
Mobile is increasing rapidly. The Trans mute silence at the last letter. They there whether the King of the French, in continu
Political Class Book ; English Reader ;
HE subscriber has a very excellent Academical Speaker ; American Reader ;
cript, published in that city, states that 50 fore make a word of the first three letters, ing to withhold the payment of the indemni
and join the p to the next word, thereby
draught horse for sale, or will exchange Biblical Reader ; Pronouncing Testament ;
stores, and 100 dwelling-houses have been composing a sentiment which chords rather ty, does not contravene the treaty for a mere him for a younger horse.
Paley’s Natural Theology, with Paxton’s Il
pretence,
and
remarks
that
“
the
public
will
erected during the past season or are now harshly with “ heaven-born music.”
„
W. M. BRYANT.
lustrations ;
be
able
to
decide
hereafter,
if
they
cannot
Still less attention is paid to correctness
Kennebunk, Oct. 21, 1835.
going up. Notwithstanding this, rents are
Nichols’ Natural Theology ;
now,
what
the
promises
and
good
faith
of
Smellie’s Philosophy of Natural History, (im
increasing and the demand for stores and and elegance of pronunciation. In fact, as has certain Kings are worth?’ The appearance
TOICHOOL AGENTS'.
been before intimated, it is morally impossible
proved by Ware ;)
tenements is not satisfied. The increase of for a singer to pronounce his words accepta of such language in the official paper at this A GENTLEMAN, perfectly qualified, both
Abercrombie’s Philosophy ;
population, this summer, is estimated at 2000. bly unless he is at the same time a good read lime does not warrant us in expecting a very f*: regarding character and capacity, is Upham’s Mental Philosophy ;
desirous of taking charge of a public School Nuttall’s Botany ; Lincoln’s do.
er. But even by those who are tolerable different language from the President.
Boston Daily Advertiser.
Rev. Mr. Thurston ^f Winthrop recently readers the accent and emphasis are frequent—to commence about the first of the coming
Primers—Worcester’s, Wood’s New York,
month and continuing 2£ or 3 months.
undertook to deliver an abolition Lecture to y neglected or misplaced. It should never
New England, Barnum’s first and second
The Mint.—We learn that a new die for
Satisfactory
references
will
be
furnished
be
forgotten
that
whatever
accent
and
em

the good citizens of Bloomfield, after having
phasis would be proper in reading, the same the coins of the United States, is now in a to any agent who wishes to employ,—appli books.
been respectfully requested not to do so by pyeyLsely should be. observed in singing. state of preparation, aM will be ready for cation must soon be made to the publisher of
Spelling Books—Webster’s New, Worces
many of the inhabitants. Those who disap This undoubtedly would seem an impossibi- use in the ensuing year. The design was this paper.
ter s Primary, Emerson’s National, Introduc
tion to National, Kelley’s & Marshall’s.
Kennebunk, Nov. 14, 1835.
proved of his course assembled around and ity to those who have always been in the prepared by Sully, and is said to be exceed
Dictionaries— Webster’s Octavo & Schoöl;
within the house and made such disturbances habit of singing without accent—but it is not ingly beautiful. It is a full length image of
Walker’s, Worcester’s & Johnson’s,
the Goddess of Liberty, in a sitting posture
an impossibility.
as to break up the meeting. The York sys
Grammars—Putnam’s Murray, (abridg
It has been observed that a good reader with one hand resting on a shield containing rip HE subscriber begs leave to inform the
tem of ‘ doing up’ abolition meetings is the must enter into the force and spirit of what; the coat of arms of the United States. On !'
inhabitants of Wells and its vicinity, ment,) Murray’s large, Ingersoll’s, Smith’s
best on record. Let those who disapprove of he reads ; and this applies with double force the reverse, will be the American Eagle, as that he has taken the stand hitherto occupied Productive, Greenleaf’s & Greene’s.
Arithmeticks—Colburn's first Lessons; Se
them stay at home, while the friends of the to singers. They should, as the apostle ex al present, without however, the shield and by Mr. John Wakefield, where he intends to
quel to do., Smith’s, Welch’s (improved,) Em
coat ofarms with which bis breast is disfig carry on the
horts,
sing
with
the
spirit
and
with
the
under

cause are permitted to assemble in peace.
erson’s first part, do. second do., do. third do. ;
BLACKSMITH’S BUSINESS,
standing. Singing performed without the ured, and which somewhat resembles °a
The meetings will generally be thin.
spirit and the understanding, is mere farce gridirqn, exhibiting the bad taste of broiling !i and hopes also that by his mechanical skill Walch’s, Adams’ & Scholar’s.
Keys to Colburn’s Sequel ; Emerson’s sec
The first coin I and strict attention to his business, to give satand mockery and wholly unfit for the devo a bird with his feathers on.
A Vzteran.—The New Hampshire Gazette, tions of the sanctuary. There is something struck with the new devtee, will be the dol-!! isfaction to any who may feel disposed to ond and third part, and Bailey’s Algebra.
Geographies
Atlases—Goodrich’s Malte
published at Portsmouth, completed the 80ih in sacred music, rightly performed, which is i lar, of which there have none been coined ji lend him their patronage.
Brun, Olney’s, Woodbridge’s, Goodrich’s,
admirably calculated to wake up and enliven for thirty years.—U. S. Gaz.
year of its existence on the 10th inst.
...
KT
,
GEORGE BEAN.
Cummings’and Blake’s Universal.—Parley’s,
Wells, November 12, 1835.
a devotional feeling, and to heighten our reli
Blake’s & Brinsmade’s first lessons in Geog
George Thompson.—The Essex Register
James M. Goodwin was admitted to prac gious enjoyment. He who can sing the lofty
raphy.
PROSPECTUS
tice as an Attorney at the bar of the Court and melting strains of Watts, Doddridge and states with confidence that George Thomp
Miscellaneous—Child’s Own book of Am
OF THE
of Common Pleas, at the recent term of that Heber, without being conscious ofanv ex son sailed from this city on Sunday before
alted emotions, is, to say the least, unfortu last, in the British brig Satisfaction, for St. NEW ENGLAND GALAXY. erican Geography ; Young Astronomer ; Ma
Court held at Alfred.
yor’s Botany ; Parley’s Arithmetic ; Child’s
nate. It is to be lamented that so little cor Andrews, N. B. intending there to take pas
THE GALAXY has been published eigh do. by Fowle ; Blake’s conversations on com
rect singing is to be found in our places of! sage for Halifax, and thence for England,
teen years.—The Nineteenth Volume mon things ; Polite Learning, &c. &c.
A new religious paper, entitled the “ East worship. If we wish to hear singing per whence we trust he never will return to this’
will commence with the coming year and be
BIBLES & TESTAMENTS, a great vari
ern Baptist," has been commenced at Bruns formed with taste, elegance, and proper ef country. His family consisting of his wife conducted
by
ety—Scott’s, complete, in 3 vols. 8vo., at $7 ;
fect, we must go—not to the sanctuary where two children and two servants, still remain
wick, in this State.
JOHN NEAL AND HENRY F. HARRINGTON,
Quartos, in a variety of bindings, with and
every thing should be done decently—but to in this country, and propose to take passage
Assisted by several popular and well known without apocrypha, concordance, references,
Aurora Borealis.—The sky presented a the opera, the oratorio, or the drawing-room. for Europe in the Spring__ Boston Pat.
Authors.
psalms, plates and maps ; Octavos, some el
singularly beautiful appearance on Tuesday It is true that we shall witness a great deal
Explosion.—The Dry House and the
The c.ob,mns
tbe paper will be mostly egant ; Duodecimos and Pocket, of all prices.
evening. Between seven and eight o’clock, of ridiculous and affected mouthing in these
the broken clouds were tinged with a beauti places, but it is no less true that we shall building used for Graining, belonging to the filled with STERLING ORIGINAL ARTICLES*: Pronouncing and Common Testaments, of all
ful red, particularly at their edges, not unlike here find the most correct performances.
Gorham Powder Mills establishment, were( Of which Tales, Poetry and Essays—Notices sizes and prices.
This ought not so to be. Surely if any
of New Publications, and of the Times—
the appearance they occasionally assume
blown up on Tuesday last. The fire origin Sketches of Foreign and Domestic Character
immediately after a brilliant sun-setting in a place is worthy of our best performances, it
^pvaery—Biographical Nbtices of eminent Such as Ledgers, ruled for double or single
summer’s evening. At the same lime the must be that place where we undertake to ated in the former, in which one of the work
whole horizon was lighted up, to a degree pay homage to our divine sovereign. He men lost his life. Both buildings contained Individuals, and Letters from Correspondents, entry ; Wastes ; Journals ; Day Books of all
sizes ; Long and common Quarto Account
fully equal to the light of the unclouded full will never be pleased with au offering which between 3 and 400 casks of Gun Powder. etc., will form prominent features.
The
Publishers
will
endeavor
as
far
as Books ;—Record Books, a great variety
moon. This continued through the whole is merely the refuse of our abilities.
The concussion from the explosion was tre
practicable to support American Literature Memorandums of almost every description ;—
evening. About ten o’clock the light was
Canamus.
mendous. The} other buildings (four or five) and Character—to sustain a manly and un- Justice’s Records ; Note Books ; Alphabets.
more brilliant than before ; the clouds were
Albums, with and without plates—bound
belonging to the establishment were more or. | yielding criticism on Literature, Men and
mostly gone, and the splendid corruscations
[communication.]
in embossed morocco and plain.
of the Aurora Borealis, extended entirely
less injured,—a dwelling house, about 20 rodsi Manners and the Drama, without regard to
Writing and Cyphering Books, ruled or un
The Sea Serpent again.—On Tuesday
friends or foes—to exercise a surveillance
over the heavens from the North, quite down
morning, 17th inst., the fishing schooner distant, was considerably damaged—about over all matters of local interest, by exposing ruled,—by thè dozen or singly.
the horizon in the South.
100 feet of the tow path of the Cumberland all nuisances and abuses of the public weal,
Occasionally the light faded, and then a- Dove, Capt. Peabody, on her passage from
gain grew brighter, and arranged itself in Boston to this port, fell in with his marine and Oxford Canal was injured and 4 breach and to handle quackery under its various
Folio Post, Foolscap and Pot Writing Pa
columns and pyramids ; some of which were majesty the Sea Serpent, cruising near the of about 30 feet made in the canal itself.— garbs without gloves. This course, a rapid
but momentary in their form and appearance, half way rock. Capt. P. states that he ran The Portland Advertiser, from which we and continued accession of subscribers has per, Nos. 1 & 2./ Fine and Superfine white,
and others were visible and unchanging for within four rods of him, and for a short time gather the above particulars, says the report already proved eminently popular and suc blue, pink and straw-coloured Letter Paper ;
cessful, the Galaxy promising soon to possess Water-lined, gilt-edged and satin-surfa
some minutes.—About eleven, a °mass of had a fair view of him.—Several protuberan
a larger list, than any weekly paper in this ced do. English & American Drawing Pa
clear^ bright red light filled a circle of eight ces appeared along his head, which was ele was distinctly heard in that city.
State. Determined, therefore, still more to pers—various in size, quality and price.
or ten degrees diameter a little to the South vated three or four feet above the surface of
The Legislature of New Jersey closed its merit support and in furtherance of a prom White, blue, green, pink and straw-coloured
east of the zenith, from which rays of the the water. But as the schooner neared him
ise that the paper should increase in literary Tissue Paper. English, French and Ameri
same hue and brilliancy issued in every di he settled under the water,—his wake indi session on the 11th inst.
merit as it gained in public favor, the Pub can Fancy Papers—all colors. Marble Pa
rection. This light appeared to have a slow cating him to be sixty or seventy feet in
lishers have engaged correspondents in sever pers, a great variety. Burnished and imburmotion towards the South, and in about half length.—From the various and undoubted
hymeneal.
al parts of our own country and in Europe. nished, plain and embossed Gilt Paper. Rico
an hour faded, or rather seemed to disperse testimonies given to the public, within
six or seven years, there can be no doubt
MARRIED—In Saco, Mr. Hannibal Powers, •—In addition to which they offer in Prizes— Paper, all colors. Common Colored Paper.
itself through the sky.
Tracing Paper ; Morocco Paper, all colors ;
As this phenomenon was exceedingly pe that a remarkable marine animal afmually to Miss Mary L Robbins.—Mr. George Foo-g. to
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS,
Pasteboard. Bonnet Paper. Ticket Paper
culiar, differing not in splendor only, but in visits our shores, unlike any other des- Miss Eliza Rupnells.
as follows—Fifty Dollars for the best, and —
Velvet Scrubs ; Camel’s Hair Pencils ;
Biddeford, Mr. William Clark, to Miss Lyd Twenty Five Dollars for the second best Tale
form, hue and character from all the appear Cn u J11 naturaI history. He generally ia In
Ann Goodwin.—Mr. James R. Bryant, to Miss
Drawing Pencils and Crayons ; Water Col
ances of the Aurora in this country, of which makes his appearance in August or Septem Emily Patterson.
and Twenty-Five for the best Poem. The ors in boxes; cakes Paint separate. QUILLS,
we have any record,—it was doubtless gener ber ; and his cruising ground has been here
In Kittery, Mr. Elias Staples of Eliot, to Miss subjects and length of the several articles to a good assortment, of various qualities and pri
be at the option of the competitors.—Manu ces. Steel and Bronze Pens. Lead Pencils,
ally seen ; and if it was observed with suffi tofore, along the coast between Cape Cod and Rebecca H. Remick.
Uasco
Bay
eastward
of
which
he
has
never
cient care, and in many places, it may assist
scripts can be directed to the editors of the Wafers. Sealing Wax. Visiting Cards. Inbeen
.
The
present
year,
however,
he
in deciding how far the light itself was from
Galaxy, post paid, to June 1st, 1836, and the dellible Ink. India Rubber. Black Lines.
OBITUARY.
the surface of the earth. This would be ea has left his old station, and has been plying
award will be made by a literary committee A fine assortment of Penknives. Pocket,
between
New-York
and
the
Capes
of
Virgin

DIED—In this town, Miss Keziah Shack- during the month following. The address of
sily ascertained, if the angles under which it
dress and fine-tooth Combs. Silver everwas seen at the same time in different places, ia. If some responsible person had the gen ley.
the writer should be enclosed in a sealed pointed Pencil Cases. Common do. Lead
erosity
to
offer
the
samerreward
for
the
cap

In
Saco,
Thomas
McCulloch,
aged
2£
years,
are compared. Here, the centre of the mass
note marked 4 Name,’ and the directions of Points. Gunter’s Scales and Dividers, par
of light was, as well as we could judge by the ture of this monstrum horrendum, as the good only son of Mr. Nathaniel Snow.
the successful authors only will be opened. allel Rulers. Walkden’s English Black Ink
In Portland, 15th inst. George Pierce, Esq.
e5ght degrees northwest of the people of New-Orleans have offered for the
All the manuscripts to be at the disposal of in bottles. American red and black do. in do„
head of Arthur Tappan, no doubt but some aged 30 years, Reporter of the Decisions of the the publishers of the Galaxy.
Pleiades, at a quarter past eleven.
Supreme Judicial Court of Maine.
Red and black Ink-powder. Wedgewood^
of
the
expert
whalemen
of
Nantucket
would
Boston Daily
Adv, Pat.
’
TERMS OF THE GALAXY.
At Sea, (off Cape Porpoise,) on Monday last,
Block-tin, Glass and Pocket Inkstands. Sti
be induced to invade his majesty in his own
Three Dollars per annum in advance. Post lettoes. Cologne Water. Tooth, Hair and
[The phenomenon noticed in the above ar dominions, take him captive, either dead by falling overboard from the sch. Betsey, Capt.
Pike, of Saco, on her passage from that port to masters or others forwarding twelve dollars
ticle was observed here. The sky presented or alive, and bring him to terra firma, where Boston, Mr. Enoch Ridlon, of Saco. He lost his shall receive five papers or a reasonable com Shoe Brushes. Liquid and Paste Blacking.
Leather Preservative. Blacking Powder.
the
thousands
who
have
heard
of
him
might
footing while in the act of folding the jib. The mission.
an appearance not much less brilliant and in
CONDON & Co.
Calf-skin and Morocco Pocket Books and
i have their excited curiosity gratified by be-I crew made every- exertion
to
save
him, but
—
—
H._/
r
_iwere
teresting on Wednesday evening.]
32, Congress Street, Boston.
I holding
no din» him.
him
_
Wallets. Court Plaster, &c. &c.
unsuccessiul.
Nov. 9.
Kennebunk, November, 1835.

Miscellaneous and School
Books-, Stationery Sc Fancy Articles •, Blank Ac
count Books • Paper
Hangings, &cc. &c.

Books St. Stationery*
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Blank Books,

Stationery, Sue.
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DUMFRIES1 REMEDY FOR TEE
To ike Honorable Legislature of the Stale of i
OF MAINE.
times becomes a cider drunkard, but never j In the yearSTATE
of our Lord one thousand eight
Maine next to be held on the first Wednesday |
a temperate man while he drinks cider.
POETRY.
hundred and thirty-five.
of January, A. D. 1836.
HE proprietor begs leave• to recoin,
The clergymen in New Hampshire are al AN ACT in addition to an “ Act relating to ---- ’HE petition of the undersigned, citizens
The following lines, poetical and political, most universally the advocates of total ab
mend ¿which he do* wiith the full.
the Settlement and Support of the Poor.” JttatheyTre Xe’reVTXge Quar^of /81
from the Rochester Democrat, are well done up,
J« of the most valuable
Section
1.
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
stinence
from
all
intoxicating
liquors.
though we cannot say we prefer the Old Buck
House of Representatives in Legislature as ¡Granite situated in Kennebunk-port, about remedies known for this ti oublesome and
Temp. Rec.
Eye to the Massachusetts Oak, yet we are willing
sembled, That all laws relating to the settle ' one mile from Kennebunk River—that they painjul complaint. Without going into deto abide by, and will cheerfully support such a
nomination as a majority of the Whig party see
A new bene fit of the Temperance Refor ment or residence of Paupers, be and the are desirous of bringing so important and tail, he deems it enough to say, he has in
fit to make. We wish to see a union of our for
same
Provided however, valuable a material for building, into the mar-. his possession the most undoubted testimo____ are hereby. repealed,
>
ces on some good man—and good bye to the mation.—Says a reformed drunkard — Thnt thisAct shall not be soconstrued as to |<et at as jow a rate as possible, and for that; pjals that it has more completely answered
“ Drunkards always have bad wives. J I
“ Slippery Elm ”—Portland Advertiser.
apply to persons on a journey, ortravelling, purpose to form an association with corporate , t/te pnrposes for which it is intended, than
have often been with more than a dozen [ or visiting, or any person who may be in any s powers to construct a Railway or Turnpike
SYLVAN POLITICS.
olher pppu|ar mediCine.
fellow inebriates, and when ^'e were con- | unincorporated place in this State.
| from said /Quarry
y
.
I • .v .
The Hickory Tree is passing fast
to the river
river, na Hietiinro
distance not
not ,
This
remedy is perfectly easy in its ap.
........________________
versing about our wives, it was invariably | Section 2. Be it further enacted, That i Lexceeding
Into the yelfow leaf,
two miles, for the more cheap and ;
His days of pride are nearly past,
found we all had bad wives. 1 would say • whenever any person shall become ehargea- [ expeditious method of transporting this ma- plication, to all conditions, ages and sexes.
—Great tree, of trees the chief.
t j They
1
therefore pray that
the Hon. ;[ Full directions, description of the complaint
to all inebriates since 1 have become a so ble as a pauper in any town or plantation in : terial.
this
State,
(except
as
above
excepted)
said
Legislature
will
grant
them
and
their
.
..
.
...7.
.......
...
2
A.
‘ asso ; &c. accompany each packet, which consists
ber man, I find 1 have as good a wife as any
And all the trees on hill and plain
or plantation shall be holder) and obli-j' ciates
■.... an act of incorporation under the name ;‘ of two boxes, Ointment and Electuary.-.
Are sorely grieved to think,
man can have.—From the bottom of my town
ged, at
its own expense to perform all the du-1 of t|)e “Kennebunk-port Granite and Rail}
......................................................................................
That such a very goodly tree,
heart I will say to you, try the magic, tem ties that they are now by law, holden and ¿Road Company,” with power to construct a I1 Price, $1 for the whole or 50 cents if but
Should wither, fade and sink.
perance pledge, and I have no doubt you obliged to perform,—Provided however, That; paj| Road or Turnpike from said Quarry to one of the articles is wanted.
They cried, as loud as trees can cry,
will experience the same happy result.”
nothing in this Act shall be so construed as to > Kennebunk River, and to take and occupy
A CERTAIN CURE FOR THE
“ Who now shall be our chief?”
repeal or to effect that provision of an ?\ct en- [ tjie |anf| necessary for that purpose, paying
And branches shook, both low and high,
John IFesley’s opinion of Rum.—“It is titled “ an Act ascertaining what shall consti- t|ie owners thereof a just and reasonable comAnd quivered every leaf.
OWEVER inveterate, in one hour's
amazing that the preparation and selling of tute the legal settlement, and providing for pensalion therefor. And as in duty bound
application, and no danger from
BENJ. F. MASON,
this poison should be permitted ; I will not the relief and support, employment, and re will ever pray.
Then many trees preferred the claim,
JACOB MITCHELL,
And for the kingship strove ;
taking cold, by using
say in any Christian country, but in any moval of the Poor,” that requires the kindred
of paupers to support such paupers.
JOSEPH NOBLE,
Trees tall and fair, of mighty name,
DUMFRIES’ OINTMENT.
civilized state. Oppose it as you would op
Section 3. Be it further enacted, That if
The pride of all the grove.
DANIEL W.LORD,
This preparation, for pleasantness, safety,pose the devil, whose offspring and likeness any person shall change his residence for the
CHARLES A. LORD,
expedition, ease and certainty, stands unri
The Massachusetts Oak displayed
it is. None can gain in this way, by swal purpose.of applying to any other town for
ERASTUS HAYES.
His princely head on high ;
valled for the cure of this troublesome com-lowing up his neighbor’s substance, without support other than that which was liable
Portland,
Sept.
18,
1835.
tJl.
While midst his mighty branches played
plaint. It is so rapid as well as certain in’
therefor before such removal, shall be liable
gaining the damnation of hell.”
The breeze of liberty.
on indictment before the Supreme Judicial
STATE OF MAINE.
its operation, as to cure this disagreeable’
The fPAife-wood cast its graceful shade
Intemperance and Murder.—We learn from Court, or Court of Common Pleas, to impris In the year of our Lord one thousand eight disorder most effectually, in one hour’s ap.
O’er blooming Tennessee :
hundred and thirty five.
plication only !
the
Raleigh Register, that the crime of fratri onment not exceeding one year, that no town
Its fragrance gladdened many a glade,
shall be obliged to support any person by rea AN Additional Act, providing for the pun
cide
was
cormnitted
in
the
upper
end
of
the
li does not contain the least particle of"
It was a gallant tree.
son
of
any
commitment
to
any
prison.
ishment
ofcertain
crimes,
and
for
the
pre

County, on Friday last, the awful result of in
mercury, or other dangerous ingredient, and'
Section
4.
Be
it
further
enacted,
That
if
vention
thereof.
temperance. Two brothers, James and Al
But hist! the Hickory’s self will speak,
Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and may be applied with safely by pregnmR fe
exander Bashford, it appears, got to drinking any person shall bring and leave any poor
Let every tree be dumb I
males, or to children at the breast.
Let no leaf stir, or dry bough crack,
and quarrelling on that night, and ultimately and indigent person, in any town in this State, House of Representatives, in Legislature as
Price 37 1-2 cents a box, with ample di
When forth its accents come !
proceeded to blows, when James stabbed wherein such pauper is not lawfully settled, sembled, That the laws of the State provi
knowing him to be poor and indigent, he ding for the Capital Punishment of certain rections.
Alexander
with
a
knife,
and
so
wounded
“ It is my will,” the Hickory said,
shall forfeit and pay the sum of sixty dollars descriptions of offenders, be and hereby are
him as to cause his death in a few hours.
None are genuine unless signed oa
“ Throughout the mighty realm,
for every such offence, to be sued for and re so altered as to substitute in lieu of said pun
“ That every tree should bow its head,
covered by, and to the use of such Town, by ishment by death, confinement to hard labor the outside printed wrapper by lheso/e Pro-“ To—to—the ‘ Slippery Elm.’
»Another awful death from Drunkenness.— action of debt, in any Court competent to try for life in the State Prison.
prietor,T. Kiddkr, immediate successor
On Wednesday night, about 11 o’clock, an
Section 2. Be it further enacted, That I to the late Dr. W. T. CoNway. For sale,.
the same.
“ And next to him in rank shall stand,
infant child of an Irish woman living in 12th House of Representatives, March 20, 1835.
when any person shall hereafter be convicted I at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Court
“ Obsequious at his back,
street, was burnt to death by its clothes taking
“ A sapling from the Western land,
This Bill was read a third time as amend of any crime punishable with imprisonment street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also’
fire,
while
the
mother
lay
in
the
same
apart

“ My favorite sprig ‘ Black Jack.’
ed, and referred to the next Legislature, and for life, all contracts of whatever nature to
ment in a state of beastly intoxication. The ordered to be published in all the papers of which the person so convicted shall be a par by his special appointment, by
“ They stood by me, in many a blow,—
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
worthless parent was sostupified with liquor, the State which publish the laws.
ty, shall be affected, changed, or annulled, in
“ Shall 1 desert them now ?
as to appear insensible to what was transpi
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
Sent up for concurrence.
the same manner as they severally would
“ 1 swear by the Eternal—No !
ring ; and would soon have shared the same
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
JONA. CILLEY, Speaker.
have been by the death of the person so con
“ Let all the forest bow !”
fate of her child, but for the timely assistance
In Senate, March 21, 1835.
victed.
The
bonds
of
matrimony
between
VEGETABLE MEDICINES,
of the neighbors, who dragged her from her
From thousand hills and thousand vales
Read once, and concurred.
the husband or the wife, as the case may be,
miserable bed, while it was in flames around
REPARED by Dr. Elias Smith,,
A deep voice swelled around ;
JOSIAH PIERCE, President.
and the person so convicted, shall be dissol
her.
jV*. Ir. Mercantile.
As when the distant storm prevails,
Boston. The following are among
ved ; the person so convicted shall cease to
Roll’d on that murm’ring sound <
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Ju have any title to, or interest in his own estate the many preparations kept constantly for
PROBATE NOTICES.
dicial Court to be held at Alfred, within and real and personal, and the same shall be treat sale by JOHN LILLIE, Druggist, Kenne
“ Hold ! Hickory, hold ! that ne’er can be,
for the County of York, on the last Tuesday ed, be disposed of, and descend, in all res bunk, viz :
“ Bow to the ‘ Slippery Elm !’
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with
“ Ere we shall crown so base a tree,
of April, 1835.
pects as if his actual death had taken place
VEGETABLE ELIXIR.
in and for the County of York, on the first T g UM BLY SHEW Samuel Langdon on the day when he was convicted as afore
“ May racking whirlwinds ’whelm
Excellent for pain in the stomach and
Monday in November, m th e year of our Lord jES- Whidden of Lancaster* in the County said ; and all power and authority^6f whatev
“ In splintered wreck each goodly trunk,
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon of Coos and State of New Hampshire, Sam er nature, which he might lawfully have or bowels, and Rheumatic complaints.
“ And crush the forest’s pride !
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said uel Whidden of Portsmouth, in the County exercise over any other person or persons,
AMERICAN HYGEIAN PILLS.
“ Better, far better, to have sunk
Court:
of Rockingham and State of New Hampshire, shall, from and after his conviction as afore
For the Head-Ache, pain in the Stomach
“ In ruin far and wide.
N the petition of Augusta Johnson, wid and Elizabeth his wife in her right, Aaron said, cease and determine as if he were dead, and Bowels, Costiveness, Stranguary and
ow of Joshua Johnson, late of York, in Smith of Hopkinton, in the County of Merri
“ No ! while our branches revel free
Section 3. Be it further enacted, That all
said county, deceased, praying for an allow
 and State of New Hampshire, and Eli acts, and parts of acts, inconsistent with the Piles.
/ “ In the free air of heaven,
mack
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
“ Never shall our allegiance be,
ance out of the personal estate of said de za Ann, his wife, in her right, and Joseph provisions ofthis Act, be, and the same here
Useful
for cold and foul stomach, violent
li To creeping meanness given.
ceased :
Gilman of Wells in the said County of York, by are repealed.
ORDERED—That the said petitioner give that they are seized in fee simple and as ten
House of Representatives, March 16, 1835. colds, cough, sore throat, and to relieve iiom
“ Thou, Hickory wer’t in danger’s hour,
notice to all persons interested in said estate, ants in common, of and in a certain real es
This Bill having had three several readings threatened fevers.
“ A useful tree and brave,
by causing a copy of this order to be pub tate in Alfred and Sanford, in the County of in this house, and having been amended, was
VEGETABLE BITTERS.
“ And bravely didst thou strike thy root,
lished three’weeks successively in the Ken York, and is known as lot Number 16, in the referred to the next Legislature, and ordered
“ Deep in the Lion’s grave.
For Jaundice, Loss of appetite, sickness
nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in first Division in the Eastern Range of lots as with the report to be published in all the
“ But what hath he, thy minion done
said county, that they may appear at a Pro originally located in the town of Sanford, (of newspapers that publish the laws of the State. in the stomach, head-ache, &c.
CATHOLICON.
“ To claim such lofty meed ?
bate Court to be held at North Berwick, in which Alfred formerly constituted a part) and
Sent up for concurrence.
“ No ftoble act is his—not one,
Excellent for consumptive complaints,
said county, on the first Monday in De is bounded as followsOn the north-east by
JONA. GILLEY, Speaker.
“ No patriotic deed.”
coughs, indigestion, costiveness, sinking and
cember next, at ten of the clock in the fore land of Isaac Currier, Jesse Kimball and No
In Senate, March 17, 1835.
noon,
and
shew
cause,
if
any
they
have,
why
pain in the stomach and bowels, and pul
ah Shackford, on the north-west by land of
“ Full well we know that rough thy stem,
Read once, and concurred.
the prayer of said petition should not be Thacher Jones, John and Alvah Conant and
“ His vine-like bough he wound,
monary complaints generally.
JOSIAH PIERCE, President.
“ And cringing watched the slightest whim, granted.
Jotham Getchell, on the south-west by land
PEACH CORDIAL.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
“Low bending to the ground.
of John and Abraham Huston, and on the
Useful
to
increase and regulate the appe
NOTICE.
A true copy—Attest,
south-east by land of John and William
“ His servile soul we deeply scorn,
tite, help the digestion, remove pain in the
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
HE
subscriber
having
contracted
with
J
Wormwood, Samuel Estes, William Russell,
“ Away with him ; away !
Nov. 7.____________________________
the town of Kennebunk, to support the stomach or bowels.
Nahum Day and James Perkins, containing
“ His yoke shall ne’er by us be borne,
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
BOTANIC OINTMENT.
in
the
whole
two
hundred
and
fifty
acres.
—
“ Or feel his serpent sway.
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, with
notice that he has made suitable provision
A
certain
cure for humors, corns, stiff
!
The
said
petitioners
are
seized
of
one
undiviin and for the County of York, on the first
“ But let his list in dark ravine,
• ded half part, with certain other persons to for them at the Alms-House, and hereby :joints, shrunk cords, stiffness in the neck,
Monday
in
November,
in
the
year
of
our
“ The reptile's croaking voice,
forbids all persons harboring or trusting any i
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the ' them unknown ; that they cannot possess, oc- of the Paupers of said town on my account,'{ rheumatic complaints, swelling in the throat,
M Where noon’s clear blaze is never seen,—
l
cupy
and
improve
their
said
part
to
any
ad

Hon.
WM.
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
""
......
J
........
.
chilblains, chapped hands, weakness and
“ The Buck Eye is our choice.
vantage, while the same lies in common and or on account of the town, as I shall pay no I pain in the1 back, sores, ringworms, cutsand
Court:
bill
for
their
support.
N the petition of Lavinia Lyman, ad undivided as aforesaid, but wholly lose the
burns.
JAMES WARREN.
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT
ministratrix of the estate of Joshua profits thereof. Wherefore they pray that
OLIVE OINTMENT.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1835.
ly.
notice
may
be
issued,
in
due
form
of
law,
and
Johnson, late of York, in said county, deceas
A COLD WATER MOB.
Very
useful
for salt rheum, as many can
that
their
said
part
may
be
set
off
and
assign

ed, representing that the personal estate of
Mr. Editor—Did you ever hear of such said deceased is not sufficient to pay the just ed to them in severalty. And your Petition
testify.
HEALTH RESTORATIVE.
a thing? Was there ever a mob whose (jebts which he owed at the time of his death ers shall ever pray.
By Daniel Goodenow, their Attorney.
passions were excited by cold water?—[by the sum of three hundred dollars, and
For obstructions in the Liver and Kid
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
CcnjyThat editor, that politician, that minister of •: praying for a license to sell and convey so
Which cures in less than one hour’s applica neys. Dyspepsia, Stranguary, and Female
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
religion, or that citizen of any name or pro-1 much of the real estate of said deceased as
tion. See directions.
complaints in general.
be necessary for the payment of said
STATE^t^MAW.
fession, who refuses to reiterate the sentence may
1
HE character of this celebrated Oint
COUGH POWDERS.
and incidental charges : and on her pe
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
of unqualified reprobation of the spirit of debts
1
Good for hooping cough, and ulcers in
tition to have her first account of administra York, ss.,..—At the Supreme Judicial Court,
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
violence and anarchy, now struggling to gain tion on said estate allowed :
the throat.
begun and held at Alfred, within and for the
County of York, on the third Tuesday of disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
the ascendency over law, is a traitor to his
CATHARTIC DROPS.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
pimples
on
the
skin.
It
is
also
a
valuable
ar

September, 1835.
country.
'Excellent for indigestion, liver complaints,
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
ticle
for
the
Salt
Rheum
and
Chilblains.
N the foregoing Petition the Court Or
But what so powerful to banish this spir to all persons interested in said estate, by
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, stranguary, obstructions in the kidneys, and
der, that the Petitioners’notify all per
it from our city as cold water ? I recently causing a copy ofthis order to be published
which
are so eminently useful for removing a certain cure for costiveness.
sons
interested
in
the
premises,
by
causing
an
heard of a school teacher who took this) in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken attested copy of said Petition and this order all Jaundice and Billious complaints.
05^Orders for any of the above Medi
method to calm those children whose | nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes thereon to be published three weeks succes A fresh supply is just received, and forsaleby cines will be attended to faithfully.
sively, that they may appear at a Probate
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
hearts, faces and eyes were inflamed with [ Court to be holder) at North Berwick, in said sively in the Kennebunk Gazette, a newspa
Kennebunk, August 11, 1835.
ENOCH GOODALE. Saco.
anger. Recalled them up and made them >I county, on the first Monday in December per printed at Kennebunk, the last publica
Wholesale
by
W.
C.
M
ITCH
ELL.
Portland,
drink cold water—tumbler after tumbler j! next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and tion to be thirty days at least before the term
and Henshaw & Co. Delano
Whitney, Hastings TRI-WEEKLY JOURNAL.
full—till they became perfectly cool and I| shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer ofthis Court to be holden at Alfred aforesaid, Marsh <fc Co. W. G. Stimpson. Low and Reed, .1. P. LUTHER SEVERANCE will publish a
on the last Tuesday of April next, that all Hall andothers, Druggists in Boston, and allorders to
paper three times a week at Augusta,
calm. Banish from this city all intoxicating ! of said petitions shou ld not be granted.
such persons may then and there shew cause, be addressed io Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass. during the session of the Legislature, on Tues
Attest,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
drinks—shut up our grog shops, those foun
if any they have, why the prayer of said Pe
A true copy,—Attest,
day, Thursday, and Saturday mornings, of
tains of violence and bloodshed, and open
tition should not be granted.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
TEN DOLLARS REWARD. one dollar for the session. The Journal will
one-half as many fountains of cold water as
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Nov. 7.
AN AWAY from the sub- contain reports of the proceedings in both
there are now fountains of liquid fire, and
Copy.
Jni scriber on the night of houses of the Legislature as usual, a sketch of
see then if it would be possible to get up a
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
the 26th inst. an indented ap Congressional proceedings, and the earliest
HE subscribers, having contracted with
Oct. 21.
mob in this cityl Suppose alcohol in all
prentice by the name of Joim intelligence of passing events of every de
the
town
of
Kennebunk-port,
to
sup

its forms banished from this city, and foun
P. Wise. It is presumed he scription.
port the Poor of said town the present year,
CARS & HATS;
Some of our political friends are already
tains of pure cold water instead of fountains
wore
away a short jacket of a
hereby give notice that they have made the
FUR COLLARS, BOAS, &c. <fcc.
--------dark color, dark pantaloons and aware, though many are not, that aTri-vveekof fire were opened in every street and at necessary provisions for their support. They
cloth cap, and carried with him dark colored ly or Daily paper, for the session only, in
every corner ; suppose our distillers, now therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust THE subscriber offers for sale
Sea, Otter and Fur Seal Caps ;
frock coat, about same color of the jacket, volves much labor and expense for which we
pouring on our city burning streams that set ing any of the paupers of said town, as they
Nutria and other Fur
do. ;
drab pantaloons, fur hat, &c. He is about receive a very inadequate remuneration. Dai'
on fire the whole course of nature, were are determined to pay no bill for their sup
Hair Seal and Cloth
do. ;
18 years -old, dark eyes, light hair and light ly papers, or Tri-weeklies generally depend
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
turned into grand reservoirs of pure water, port.
Ladies Long and Short Boas ;
complexion. All persons are forbid harbor mostly on their advertising, which makes
FRANCIS BOSTON.
how could any one possibly get up a mob ?
”
Swan Neckties;
ing,
trusting or employing said runaway, as their profits while it lessens the work. In ours
Kennebunk-port, April 21, 1835.
ly.
Fur Seal and other fur Collars ;
Collect the rabble that generally constitute
they would avoid the penalty of the law. we have no advertising but such as goes also
Satin Beaver Hats—first rate ;
mobs ; lead them to one of these fountains
The above re Ward will be paid to any person into the weekly paper ; instead of it our col
PAY OR SETTLE.
Boston and New York Fur Hats ;
and there drench them with cold water, will
who will return said boy to the subscriber at umns are filled up with Legislative reports
LL persons indebted to the subscriber ei
Buffalo Robes—a prime article ;
Kennebunk ; or whoever will give any infor and other manuscript matter prepared with
the mob spirit ever come ? Never. This
ther by note or account are requested
Fur & Wool Hats of his own make ; mation of him, so that he may be brought to much pains and expense.
spirit cannot live around the pure* and cool
to make payment without iurther notice.—All of which will be sold low for Cash.
The public demand a paper during the ses
justice, will confer a favor on the community.
ing fountain. It thrives in the wine butt Those who cannot pay can settle their ac
WILLIAM SAFFORD.
sion published oftener than once a week,and
LEVI
P.
HILLARD.
and rum barrel, and is fostered in those counts by note. None are so poor as to be
we have found by experience that a Tri
Kennebunk, Sept. 29,1835.
CASH given for all kinds of Shipping Furs
fountains of pollution and liquid fire, our in unable to do this—and a neglect to do it is
weekly, although it is not so agreeable to cit
by
W.
SAFFORD.
evidence of indifference about paying at all,
famous grog-shops.—Boston Merc. Jour.
izens of the town and members of the Legis
Kennebunk,
Oct.
22,1835.
TAKE
NOTICE.
consequently will be called upon in a differ
lature, accommodates the mass of subscribers
HE subscriber, having contracted with better than a Daily, because it is only on a
ent way. Corn, Butter, Pork, Cheese, Wood,
Good news from Neio Hampshire.— Lumber, &c. are seldom refused by him in
the overseers of the poor of the town few routes that a daily mail carries the pa
Three distilleries, and only three9 are now payment of debts. Money is always prefer
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
AME into the enclosure of the subscri ing to said town, for the term of one year from pers : on all others they get the news just aS
remaining of about thirty that were a few red. Every man should calculate to pay up
ber, some days since, a red Steer Calf, date hereof, and having made provision for often, and as much of it, with half the post
years since in operation in this state. Mr. before the end of the year. This notice it
with white hind feet—the owner is request
 purpose, hereby forbids all persons har age. Those who are already subscribers for
that
Darling, chairman of the executive com is hoped will be deemed sufficient.
the weekly and continue to take both, will
ed to pay charges and take him away.
boring
or supporting any of said paupers on
BARNABAS PALMER.
mittee of the New Hampshire State Tem
be charged 75 cents for the Tri-weekly.
SHAPLEIGH WEBBER.
his account.
JAMES HOBBS.
Kennebunk, Nov. 7, 1835.
tjl.
To give increased interest to our paper we
Kennebunk, Oct. 31,1835.
perance Society, states that after long and
Wells, Dec. 16, 1834.
ly.
have engaged the services of an able corres
attentive observation in a cider growing
pondent at the city of Washington, who we
LOOKING GLASSES.
country, he has never known an instance of
expect will keep us accurately informed of all
ALMANACS FOR. 1836
HANDSOME assortment of Looking jgggdRh BBLS, of prime Gennessee Flour,
permanent reformation from habits of in
the political movements at head quarters, and
jrpOR sale by
Glasses, for sale by the subscriber.
just received and for sale by
temperance in a man who continued the
D. REMICH.
they will be unusually interesting at the eöWILLIAM LORD.
WILLIAM LORD.
use of eider. The whiskey drunkard someOct. 20,1835.
November 5, 1835.
Kennebunk, Oct. 16,1835.
suing session.
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ing him and resisting the proceeding of the settlement, she, just as night and cloud were
ing wounded and buried beneath the top of terent
ferent powers
powers and
and disposition
disposition tor
for speed,
speed, were
ceremony ? Could she command her feel fast combining to spread their dark mantle trio camo
♦ L *-» <■ L «»
i
rw .
.
■
■
«
>
PUBLISHED teVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
ings sufficient to do this—should she not be over the earth, varied her course, and struck the same tree that had spared his intended flying towards the house, headed by shrewd
victim. But before she had time to indulge David many rods in advance, exultingly
overawed by Martin and his wife ? And e- obliquely into the road. Here pausing an in
JAMES K. REMICH.
in the mingled emotions which this was shouting with all his might, ‘May is found I
Office on the Alain-Street,—opposite the Meeting-House. ven should she make the attempt would her stant in doubt whether to fly to the nearest
bringing over her, she heard voices. Pres May is found ! They are coming I they are
story gain credence, after keeping So long si house, or go on in pursuance of her original
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
ently lights appeared on the pond, and a boat coming !’ And the little fellow now reach
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— lent, and suffering the affair to glide along to determination, she indistinctly caught the
with several men shot along the shore di ing the anxiously expectant group at the
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which the very hour of consummation without ma
form of her pursuer, who had struck into the rectly against her. It now paused in its door, and pointing to two approaching wag
remain unpaid a! the expiration of the year.—No king known her situation ?
The
more
she
road
some
distance
below
her,
and
thus
cut
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
reflected on this project the more did her off her chance of return. Nerving herself course, and some one repeated loudly her ons in the distance, fell down in utter ex
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
name. Did she hear rightly ? Else why haustion, and gave vent to his overflowing
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for resolution waver.—She had a female friend once more for the trial, she pressed on up the
did the tones of that voice thrill through eve emotions in a burst of tears.
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount who had not long since married and settled
road for her first destination, now about two ry fibre of her frame ? She shrieked in re
charged for its insertion.
‘ Thank God I’ exclaimed the stranger, the
on the road a few miles north of Harwood miles distant, with no other means of distin
ply, and tried to move, but her benumbed first to find utterance in the general emotion
settlement, and her resolution was soon form guishing her way than what the occasional
and worn limbs refused their office. The that seemed to spread sympathetically from
MISCELLANEOUS.
ed to attempt to escape from the house and flashes of lightning afforded.
call came again, ‘ May ! May !’ ‘ Oh, Ash the boy to every person present.
try to reach the residence of her friend that
Although the rain immediately overhead
[From the New England Galaxy.]
‘Amen—and to Him be the praise!’ res
night. Scarce had she formed this resolu had now sensibly abated,yet the deep, earth ley, Ashley,’ she articulated in broken and
agonized utterance.
The men sprang on ponded the minister in the deep and rever
tion
before
casting
her
eye
up
the
road
she
jarring roar on the left, d from
"
the incesMAY MARTIN :
b held in the distance a man approaching on sant pouring of a cataix' , plainly told that the shore and in a moment more she was ential tones of his office.
clasped in the mute embrace of her lover.
t---.
OR THE MONEY BIGGERS.
The foremost wagon travelled much faster
I tiorsebackT whom, from the eolcu’ .of his horse, the storm was still
'u ?4S force with unOnce more and jbr the last time change than the other, and being considerably forA Green Mountain Tale.
she instantly recognized to be the minister exampled fury on the nn antams." And the
we the scene of oiir "eveiiHrd siccy~ro---*he
had by this time .approached to
By D. P. Thompson, of Montpelier, Vt. • who had been engaged to officiate on the oc proof of this soon became visible
______to __
our____
hero- place where we commenced it, at the dwel within a short distance of the assemVle<fcdr^
casion.
—
She
had
seen
him
pass
the
prece

ine
in
the
rapidly
increasing
torrents
that
[continued.]
ling of the heartless, despicable, but now de pany, now composed of nearly all the inhabi
ding Saturday on his way to a town a short
We will now follow the sheriff and his5 distance to the north where, at stated inter- came rushing down the sleeji acclivities, o- tected and self abased Martin. Need we at tants of the settlement, awaiting its arrival in
¡’posse proceeding on with furious speed to a1 vals he preached ; and she but too well knew verflowing the road and threatening at every tempt to describe the disappointment of the breathless silence. And now it turned into
step to put an entire stop to her progress. excited and enraged lover, as bursting into the yard. It contained Ashley and the recov
more interesting scene of action.
the reason of his happening along on his re
Proceeding with all the speed they could turn at this hour. Now aware that not a- Arriving at length at the northern outlet of the house at the head of his companions just ered fair one. She looked worn, and much
‘urge, being led on by Ashley who, burning’ nother moment was to be lost, she seized a the valley where the mountains shut down as the tempest struck it, he made the discov paler than usual, otherwise calm though
with impatience to reach the abode of his1 common bonnet and cautiously letting her- so close to the pond as to leave little more ery which the inmates had made but a mo thoughtful. Her lover lifted her from the
iperiled mistress before forever too late, kept• self down from her window which opened than space for the road to pass between them, ment before, that his affianced was missing ? carriage, and advancing with her at his side,
several rods in advance calling loudly and into the garden, glided through the shrubbe she came abreast of one of the mountain ra The utter discomfiture of Martin and his con would have spoken, but his lip began to quiv
repeatedly on the rest to come on. They had ry, swift and noiseless as the wild bird steal vines, where at ordinary times, a small brook genial helpmate at this unlooked for interrup er, and waving his hand mutely presented
not gone half their distance before their ing to its covert, slipped through the fence, crossed the road. It was now swollen to a tion of their plans, and detection at the very her to the company.
The females rushed
horses, now reeking with sweat and covered and entering a field of tall grain immediately rushing river, before which no human eve of consummating their baseness? The round, and by turns convulsively clasped her
strength
could
have
stood
an
instant.
To
at

consternation of Gow at being seized and se in their arms, or buried their faces in her
with sheets of foam, began to manifest great beyond, escaped unseen towards the woods
tempt to pass this she saw was but madness ; curely ironed on the spot ? The bitter updistress, and show evident signs of giving in a northerly direction.
On reaching the and as she heard the splashing footsteps of braidings heaped by Ashley on the heads of bosom, with no other utterance than their vi
out, unless speedily suffered to relax.
olent sobbingas they held her in the mute
woods she paused a moment to glance at the
‘ Hold ! hold up ! Ashley.’ exclaimed Mun- clouds, which were now beginning to heave her pursuer but a short distance behind her, the guilty and shrinking pair for their treach embrace, or turned away to hide their stream
dle, ‘ this will never do—we gain nothing by up over the tops of the mountains in heavy despair now for the first time sent its chill to ery towards him, and their oppressive cruelty ing tears. The men stood by and looked on
it. With this speed, and in such a stifling masses, accompanied at short intervals by her heart. But while standing on the brink and wickedness towards the unprotected with less boisterous manifestations of emo
heat as this, two miles more and our horses the low, short, and scarcely perceptible of the dashing flood, which at every wave child of their adoption ? The feverish impa tion, though the big tears were seen starting
drop dead under us. And yours will be the rumbling of the distant thunder, affording her rose higher and higher, hesitating whether to tience with which he paced the floor till the in many an eye, and coursing down many a
first to fail, see ! how he already falters ! A indubitable evidence of the approaching commit herself to the raging element, or the storm should abate that he might fly to the manly cheek as they silently gazed on the
moment’s consideration convinced Ashley of storm. But she hesitated not. What to her scarcely less dreaded power of her pursuer, a neighbors, to some of whom it was supposed movingscene before them. While this scene
the justice of the sheriff’s remarks and they feelings were the terrors of a thunder storm flash of lightning revealed to her sight a the poor girl had fled for refuge ? The hot was acting, the other wagon driven by Munall immediately relaxed into a moderate trot. to the scene she had just left, in which, but shelving rock jutting out from the side of the haste with which he mounted his horse the dle, and containing the wounded man stretch
It had been throughout, as before remarked, for her flight, she must soon be the principal hill a few rods back, and iKo aloof from the first moment the fury of the tempest would ed on a bed in the bottom ofthe vehicle, the
a day of unusual heat and sultriness. And actor ? Pausing no longer than to decide road and screened from it by intervening permit, and rode from house to house in the latter person having been brought here by his
now, although the sun had been for some how she should best shape her course to a- boughs, as to afford her, she believed, if eager search? The blank dismay and ago- own earnest request, now slowly passed into
hours obscured by a deep haze slowly gath void all observation from the road and the reached unseen, a good concealment from ny of heart that overwhelmed him on find the yard.
ering over it, the heat was still painfully oppres open grounds on the right, and prevent be her indefatigable enemy, and a safe retreat ing that no one had seen her, and that she
‘ Bring out a few pillows, or something to
sive. The atmosphere indeed seemed every coming entangled or bewildered in the depths from the waters which were now rising a- was sheltered by no house in the settlement ? :make a bolster,’ said the sheriff, in the tones
moment to grow more murkey and suffoca of the wilderness on the left, she now plung round her with the most frightful rapidity. —the prompt rally ing of the startled inhabi- <of one accustomed to command, ‘ this poor
ting. Not a leaf, even of the ever-trembling ed into the woods, and keeping just within Making directly for the hill, and scrambling tants—the dancing of lights in every direc wretch is very evidently near his last breath
aspen, responded to a single vibration of the their borders, pressed on with rapid steps to^ up the slanting rocks at the foot with the ex tion as they anxiously continued the search and has something to say before he leaves
deadened air, while the birds sat panting, wards her destination. She* had not pro piring energy of despair, she gained the place in house and barn, field and forest through the World forever.—Here! help to lift him
listless and mute on boughs, scarcely moving ceeded far however before \he occasional and dropped down exhausted on the spot, the gloomy hours of that dreadful night ? out, bed and all. And bring out likewise the
1
consternation of the distracted lover on prisoner, Gow, that they may be confronted
at the nearest approach of man. And all na rustling of bushes and the crakling of sticks just as another flash partially revealed to her The
i
to the frightful ruins of the avalanche, together.’
ture seemed sunk into one of those lethargic and brush breaking under the tread, at some sight the form of the old man hurrying by, coming
i the maddening thought she might be buri
{Concluded next week.]
calms so ominons, in the warmer latitudes, of distance on her left, apprised her of the pres and rushing up to the brink of the stream at
< beneath them—-his hasty return and pro
the coming tempest. Nor, in the present in ence of some one apparently endeavoring to she had left but an instant before. Recoiling ed
stance were the more palpable indications of keep pace with her for the purpose of dog from the view ofthe threatening and impas- <curement of a boat tb pass round the insur
Militia Exempts.—The Legislature of Mas
i
mass that blocked up the road—
a thunder storm much longer wanting. Ev ging her steps. And soon catching a glimpse sable torrent, and throwing one wild glance mountable
sachusetts have been at work upon their mil
ery moment darker and broader sheets of of his person in a glance over her shoulder around him, in which b^-ror for the suppo- Ithe extacy of joy that thrilled his bosom at itia laws. A motion was made to strike out
vapor rose up i?.ajestjcit!ly -from the ■.vest, c. -.vrL quickened stops she pursue'' her '^-y, sed fate of his vicji’Ashley, farm for his own the discovery Qf ibe lost one, and the exult the clause which exempts certain persons,
throb
of_fiMhi-gushinsr
happiness
with clergymen, physicians,.—After
casting a deeper and more lurid shade over the alarming truth at once flashed across her safety cecrncd eminent of the (Mi« hazily re ing
which
he and
his companions
bore baTTiS
k „muchdethe earth ; and soon the low, deep peals of mind. It was the accomplice of Gow, the treated back alongst freely !’ But before he living prize, together w th the dying wretch , r h '" "I PreV!“lled ,n the House, to
had
proceeded
manyv..
yr,
the
gathering
and
muttering thunder came booming on the ear, old man she had seen in the cavern who
who had caused her tnisfoXl! KeS ! ± ™
vuuovu 11GI 111 lol VI LUlJCSj LV IIJU 11 Cdl increasing each instant in loudness and fre was following her. Calculating to leave the pent waters abpve, as j'f suddenly bursting
through
their
opposing'barriers,
in
a
mighty
est house for resuscitation and refreshment cians, students, judges, schoolmasters, &c.
quency. The company, now beginning to valley that night he had packed up, and hav
&c., heretofore exempted, to perform milita
be observant of the approaching shower, soon ing come down from his retreat, was await torrent came rushing down |a corresponding before proceeding homeward ? Need we at ry duty. Maj. Russell, the veteran editor of
came on to the top of a high knoll which ing at a convenient stand at the skirt of the ravine beyond the ridge at a little distance to tempt to detail all this ? What reader of the Centinel, took the lead in advocating the
gave them, over the tops of the intervening woods in plain sight of Martin’s, a signal the south, and wholly cut off his retreat. imagination so dull that he cannot better fill measure. In the Senate, however, the bill
forest, an open and unobstructed view of the promised by Gow as soon as the knot was Meanwhile the noise on the mountain every up for himself, a picture so difficult for pen to was amended, and after conference, the
western horizon. One broad, black mass of fairly tied, intending to depart secretly from moment grew louder and louder. The deep delineate ?
It was daylight and a beautiful balmy matter was settled thus : The clergy, Judges,
upheaving clouds lay directly in front, extend the settlement the moment this evidence of distant roar, as of pouring torrents, which
had
for
some
time
been
heard,
now
became
morning. The scene from Martin’s present Registers of Probate and Deeds, high-sheriffs,
ing round on either side to the north and the completion of their infamous wtfrk was
and superintendants of Insane Hospitals are
south as far as the eye could reach ; while in displayed.—And it was while standing here, mingled with the tumultuous crashing of fal ed in every direction a gloomy picture of the exempted, all others to train. This reduces
the centre of this fearful rack a huge column concealed from the view ofothers in a clump ling forests, the hissing, swashing sounds of desolating ravages of the tempest. Fields of the number of exempts.—Kennebec Journal.
of vapor, doubling and eddying like a seeth of bushes and patiently watching for the disturbed and changing volumes of water, grass and grain lay prostrate with the earth.
ing caldron, was rolling up with the black promised signal, that he caught sight of May and the slow, heavy, intermitting jar of vast Fences on every side bad been swept away
Vermont.—The anti-masonic members of
ness and rapidity of the smoke of burning gliding into the woods but a short distance bodies of matter just beginning to move. by the unexampled rise of the mountain riv
Nearer and nearer it came—and now the ulets, and their scattered materials lay strewn the Legislature of Vermont have had a meet
pitch.
below him. Though soon conjecturing from
‘ Heavens and earth exclaimed Mundle,• the course she came that it could be no other earth trembled and shook seemingly to its at random over the blackened herbage of eve ing and adopted resolutions reported by Mr.
Each solitary tree of the open Slade, from a committee, setting forth clearly
glancing at the scene before him, ‘ in fifteen than their intended victim, he yet suspected lowest foundations, as with gathering impe ry vale.
minutes that terrific cloud will burst upon us! not at first her real object; and thinking she tus, the mighty mass carne rolling down the grounds, left for shade or ornament, had and strongly many of the foremost usurpa
in all the fury of a tornado—it is but two might have come to the wood for the purpose steep sides of the mountain directly towards been hurled to the earth in the fury of the tions and abuses of the present administra
miles now—our horses will stand it in the1 of obtaining some favorite shrub or evergreen the spot where the terror struck girl lay blast. And many a veteran hemlock and tion. The newly elected Lieut. Governor,
freshening breeze—let us clear the woods at to deck her room for the occasion, he suffer concealed, and her no less affrighted pursuer, princely pine of the surrounding forests, S. H. Jennison, was chairman of the meeting.
least before the tempest, strikes us.* And ed her to proceed some way before it occur a few yards below, was running to and fro, whose giant forms had withstood the power As no Governor has yet been elected, the
they again applied whip and spur and put red to him that she was actually escaping vainly looking for some chance to escape. of the elements for centuries, and whose Lieut. Governor will have to act as Governor.
Anon it became rapidly light, as from some towering tops bad served from lime imme The anti-masonic State Committee at this
their horses upon a keen run.
from their net. Unwilling on account of his
Leaving them here to get on as they may, own safety to cause any outcry which he was steady kindling blaze above, which growing morial as the familiar guides of the woods meeting were instructeil to ascertain how
we must now return to our long neglected fearful she might raise if he made any at more luminous and dazzling every instant, men starting from their homes, had been far the anti-masons of other States may be
to co-operate in calling a Nation
'
heroine to account the occurrences of the tempt to detain her by force, he determined soon gleamed fiercely along the surface of rent by the lightning or overthrown by the expected
’ convention to nominate candidates for
day at Martin’s. Slowly to her passed the to get ahead of her and endeavor to frighten the bubbling pond, and flashing broad and winds, and were no longer to be seen ; while al
anxious day which was destined to be the her back to the house. But in this he soon bright over the opposite mountains, lit up the far in the blue distance at the north a broad President and Vice President.
last for her ever being known by the name of found himself baffled ; for instead of being a- whole amphitheatre of encircling hills, from whitish belt marked the fearful track of the
<
down the mountain.
May Martin. The forenoon was mostly oc ble to get before her, he found much difficul the darkness of midnight to the splendors of avalanche
A Little “ Monster.One of the State
noonday.* Starting upon her feet May look
Within
the
walls of the house was assem- ]Banks, in Vermont, having been suspected of
cupied in making such scanty preparations ty, so rapid was her flight, even in overta
¿as Mrs. Martin chose to direct for the recep king and keeping her in sight. Resolving ed around her in mute consternation. Near bled a group of persons as variant and dis a violation of its charter, a committee was ap
tion of the company at the expected ceremo however not to lose the advantage of her, er and more deafening rose the tremendous similar in character and feelings, as the sin pointed, by the legislature, to overhaul its af
ny in the evening. In all these May assisted that he might dog her to the house where din above her—roaring, crashing, grinding gular causes that brought them together. On fairs and report thereon to that body. In
■with a sort of unnatural alacrity, but with as she fled for shelter for the night, and return along, with concussions that made the solid a low bench in one corner of the room, sul their report, the committee, among other de
great a degree of composure as her troubled and apprise his accomplice of the place of earth heave and bound beneath her feet, len and silent, sat Gow, heavily ironed, close velopments of the mysteries of banking,
¿feelings would permit her to assume. As her refuge, he redoubled his exertions and down, down came the avalanche with fearful ly guarded by one of the stout athletic as state, “ that the banking room of this institu
iSioou approached she expected every mo succeeded barely in accomplishing this part velocity towards her. In another instant the sistants of the sheriff. In another place sat tion is in a wooden building occupied as a
ment to hear the trampling of horses at the of his purpose as far as the pursuer and pur mighty mass, dividing on the solid ledge be Martin and his wife with their eyes cast de store—that the place of deposit for the notes,
neath which she stood, began to rush by her jectedly on the floor, listening meekly, and bills, papers and specie of the bank, is a wood
fts the fruits of her message, which she sued were permitted to proceed.
on either side in two vast, high, turbid vol with deep abasement of demeanor to the re en desk—and that the books of the bank con
•«woi^w^nrtr-weccneci
fugitive.
ape to re. By t noon and after came and still
umes, revoTvmgrnxmstrous stones and hurl marks of the clergyman, who having remain
¿no tidur Worn the village were heard—no Having been nurtered among the mountains, ing trees over trees in their progress, and ed thro’ the night, was now mildly setting sist of one or two sheets ofpaper pinned or
and accustomed from infancy to exercise in like some huge launch, driving with amazing
stitched together !” This, no doubt is one of
messenger or the success of their invigorating breezes, her naturally ac
before them, not only the wrong of the de
fats «n«ge were discoverable.
Often and
force
into
the receding waters of the pond— ception which had been practised upon him those well managed institutions which is to
«vainly oL she strain her aching sight to tive limbs had acquired an elasticity and a while at the same time the forest around and in hiding the circumstances of the projected take the place of the United States Bank, and
capability of enduring fatigue, which are un
wards the,woods, in the direction whence the
above her, waved, shook, toppled and fell in marriage, in the advancement of which he is to supply the country with a currency su
expected succour was to appear, to catch a known to females of older countries, and an awful crash on the rocks over her head. had been so unwittingly enlisted, but the perior to the rags of Nick Biddle 11
Dover Enquirer.
glimpse of approaching horsemen. One which came in good need on the present e- She saw, she heard no more, but sank stun great heinousness of using such arts to com
Fleeing like some frighted ned and senseless on the ground. And,
«0 clock, two, and three passed, and still they mergency
pel
a
poor
unfriended
orphan
under
their
The Legislature of Rhode Island bad not
came not. Perhaps they might have been nymph of heathen fable before a pursuing de passing from the insensibility occasioned by protection to violate those vows to her lover
led by David round in the woods to the cave mon, her lips parted, her hands thrust eager the shock into a profound sleep, which, with which they themselves had sanctioned, and counted the votes for Representatives to Con
ly
forward,
and her loosened and disordered
without coming into the clearing—perhaps
out a full recovering of her consciousness, wed a man so abhorrent to her feelings that gress, on Friday forenoon. They could not
Gow was already secured and on his way tresses streamed wildly behind her, she immediately stole over her the moment her she had braved and but too probably met agree upon the mode of counting them, the
bounded
along
over
log,
rock
and
rivulet
back to the village—and the thought, this
overstrained faculties ceased their exertion. death in trying to avoid the fate. Leaning Assembly being equally divided, and the
hope grasped thought for a while relieved with a rapidity which fear only could have She lay till the great struggle of the ele pensively against the window, stood the questions were decided by the casting vote
incited, and which the delirious energy of
of the Governor. A resolution was offered
her. But even this faint gleam of consola- desperation
alone could have sustained. ments was over, and the storm passed by. handsome stranger, who yesterday joined by one of the members, which after some dis
ition soon vanished by the appearance of Gow
At
length
however,
she
slowly
awoke.
The
Ashley
on
the
road,
and
who,
though
no
one
himself, come to dress and prepare for the While every glance which at times she hasti dreadful tumult that last assailed her con yet knew his business or even name, had cussion, was renewed—that the committee
ly threw back over her shoulder at the fear
.ceremony. With a hint from Mrs. Martin ful visage forever peering through the bush scious ear was now hushed, and all was still through the whole night taken a deep and proceed to count the votes for Representa
that it was time she had began to dress her- es in hot pursuit behind her, added a fresh save the steady rushing of the diminished active interest in the search for the lost favor tives ; but before the question could be taken,
the Assembly adjourned to 3 o’clock.
.self for the company, May now retired to her
impulse to her exertions and quickened her waters. The stars shone out brightly, giving ite of the valley, now listening to the words
.
Portland Adv.
¿room, and carefully fastening the door, flung speed. The thunder now burst in terrific her a dim view pf the wild scenes of havoc of the minister addressed to the humble
¿herself on her bed in an agony of grief and
and
desolation
which
the
fearful
power
of
1
dupes
of
the
man
in
irons
before
them,
and
peals over her head—tall trees were uproot.despair. But impelled by the painful con ed and hurled to the earth by the furious the avalanche had spread around her. The now casting wistful and uneasy glances j Several county meetings in Kentucky have
sciousness that the crisis was at hand when blast, or shivered m the fiercely quivering trunk of a large tree lay directly across the through the window towards the north, in nominated Harrison.
she rpust yield to her fate or speedily do blaze of the lightning, fell in fragments a- rocks within a few feet of her head. She which direction he, as well as all the rest of
Matthias, alias ‘ the prophet,’ has, it is said
something to avert it, and now fast relin
saw how narrowly she had escaped death, the present company supposed the search reached
the land of the Mormons in OhioJ
quishing all hope in the success of the plan round her ; yet she paused not in her course and she devoutly thanked heaven for the was still going on.
-the
ram
poured
in
a
deluging
torrent
over
where
bis.doctrines
¡meet with general favor.’
ton which she had been relying for her ex
Presently a distant hum, as of the mingled
her drenched person, yet she heeded it not • preservation. A faint groan issuing from the
trication, she soon roused ¡herself and sum- but
ruins
a
short
distance
from
where
she
lay,
voices
of
many
persons
approaching
with
catching the big drqps in her parched
The prices of Grain in England are stated
jnoned all hqr energies for deciding what
lips as they gratefully beat over her fevered now reached her ear. It was the poor rapid steps down the road, reached the ears
be now lower than at any previous period
course to pursue on the fearful emergency.— and.burmng brow, she fled on,-regardless of wretch who had caused all her trials, now ly- of the company. It came nearer,and near to
for Abe last fifty years.
Could she trust herself to carry into effect
er ; and all, except Gow and his guard now
all exposure and .forgetful of all dangers but
one of the alternatives she had resolved on one.
* A steady bright light is generally produced hastily rose and went out into the yard. A
Accounts from the South of France speak
in failure of Gow’s arrest, that of denounc*
the concussion of rocks while the avalanche band of all ages and sexes scattered confu- of ‘tb^in'tage andbtt^ihfe ywZ’STuHaving now passed the last house of the by
is in motion.
Isedly along the road, according to .their dif- sually abundant.
J

money ; but business goes on as usual, and
Latest from Texas.^We have been per
the supplies of fruit from the country are un mitted to read a private letter dated Brazoria,
COMMUNIDATJON.- •
From Europe.—The N. Y. Commercial obstructed, yet al! appear to hold themselves Oct. 8, in which it is stated that the inhabi
For the Gazette & Pall^púm.
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tants of that place are every day alarmed by
Advertiser contains extracts from ^aris papers in readiness to fight if called upon.”
the Mexicans : that some two or three hun
to Oct. 2, brought by the packet ship Charle
Massachusetts.—The annual election for
Mr, RemicH—Having thus far written
Latest from Europe^-The packet ship Na dred of the latter had proceeded to Gonzales,
magne,1 from Havre. Accounts from Bay
about
matters and things in general, without the choice of «ju.cmuj,
Governor, j_.
Lt.L. W
Governor
and
pier
has
arrived
at
New
York,
bringing
Lon

about
150
miles
distant,
and
demanded
the
i
----...
vcruur auu
onne, to Sept. 29, mention a rumor of a severe
.)bn any thing in particular, we Members of the State Legislature occurred in
■engagement between the hostile parties in don papers to Oct. 9, two days later than had arms and ammunition of the Americans ; and I will now, U!
with your Iper.nirsjpn,
last
been before received. The following extracts on being refused they attacked the town, but'
“— proceed to fc
. siIcbusetls on
Spain, on the 20th.
were repulsed with the loss of 30 or 40 killed p?nt out so,rie oi the numerous faults with
The following new Captain Generals have embrace all the news ot importance.
i E^efett was the regular Whig candidate for
or wounded, none being killed on the part of,
general abounds.
LONDON, OCT. 9.
been appointed ib Spain ; Mina, for Catalo
A he first and most important requisite to iI Governor and George Hull for Lt. Governor.
It . would appear
from- our
nia ; Palafox, tor Arragon ; Espinosa, for
. .
— ,private
------ - letters , the Texians. The writer stales that there
Andalusia, and Quiroga, for Grenada.—The tbat il was «xP«cted in Madrid that the whole ( are about 500 TexianS in the interior battling p.ood ?JUS1C’18 correct ^e,-^and yet, perhaps,, A portion of the whig party supported Mr.
King and royal family of France had gone to . ot tbe. Provincial Juntas would send in their i with the Mexican troops: and that about' thereiS/tl0-°ne Part1cular in which singers; Armstrong, the present Lt. Governor, for the
Fontainbleau. Tribunals of censorship had ( adbeSion 10 tbe new Government. The Ur-’ two thousand of the latter were to have been I are.Si; dedcietnt- The faculty of keeping time, former office.
The Van Buren-men and
i
•
... han Militia of Madrid is to be reorganized on ; at the mouth of the Brasses on the 20th inst.!an< 1 ,e iaculty of distinguishing sounds, are
been
organized in all“ the
towns •in which
,
a
portion
of
the
anti-masonic
party united in
The
Brazorians
are
building
a
fort
to
give
UOt
?
ne
and
the
same
A
P
erson
!
there is a theatre, and in which designs and the same plan as in 1823. The latter meas- i
visitors a warm welcome.
i ni.ay bave a very c?rrect musical ear, and , the support of Judge Morton for Governor
caricatures are executed.
Louis Phillippe ure gave great satisfaction. The Brigadier ! their
We- have also seen a call to arms of the ’ f“11 b*a very P00’’, °“ the contrary, I
had been hung in effigy at Lyons, during the I Soane, an intimate friend of Mina, has been 1
and Wm. Foster for Lt. Governor.
freemen
of Texas, dated 3d Camp of the Vol-! be r[,ay bave very correcl ,deas of time, and
night, and the perpetrator had not been dis i appointed General of the Cavalry of the royal ;
In Boston, the whole number of votes for
unteers, and signed by several of the influen-i yet be bnable t,° sing- , It ought to be imGuard.
covered.
Governor
was 6722, of which Evferett receiv
tial
Texians,
to
their
fellow
citizens
They
:
pressed
LI
P°ti
the
mind
of
every
one
who
;
The Pacha of Tripoli, in the name of the
Madrid, sept. 27.
Although confidence seems to be gradually ! state that at the action of the 2d at Gonzales i concerns! himself with music, that time is as I ed 4108 ; Morton 1988 ; Armstrong 556 and
Grand Seignior, has declared a blockade of all
Hie ports of that regency, except Tripoli, returning, and several parts of the country i the Mexican commander was slain The ri-1 “1Ucb an on«'nal iacit!ty of our nature as I there were 70 scattering.—Mr. Everett, it
Bengasi and Derne, and announced that a bave expressed their satisfaction with the fles of Americans are no trifles in decidin« 'tune’ 1 hls be,n^ lhe case’ 11 wdl be hardIy I will be seen has a plurality, in the city, over
he
° j necessary to say that real pleasure may be I
Turkish squadron would soon arrive to en present arrangements of the Government, as j the fate of military officers
Rs.'
force the blockade.
1
far as they have proceeded, I regret to say I We have learned that k letter of the 12th 1 ler,Ved aS weH. n'orn °lie as fro1fu tbe °ther. \Judge Morton of 2120, and a majority overall
he’
ult. from Brazoria, was received last evenin«,! Every c1?*?'ect t,,ne,st’ lf be abalyzes his feel-! others of 1564. Last year the whole num
A paragraph under date of Vienna, Sept. that the re-establishment of public order and
in
which
it
is
stated
that
the
Texian
forces
;
‘
?
gS
’
VV,
H
be
conscious
of
pleasure,
whenever
7
19, states that the Mexican Minister Busta- a general good understanding is not yet whol- '
ber of votes was 8478. Davis’ plurality over
mente had arrived there from Berlin, where ly accomplished. Andalusia still continues under Gen. Houston had taken the town of ilb/ tUne "! rnus,c ,s correGdy ma‘’ked, and; Morton was 3595—majority over all others
it was said he had obtained the acknowledg obstinate and suspicious, owing no doubt to ' San Antonia or Bexar, with 1000 men under oi.Pa,n, whenever it is neglected. On this; 2602.
-..... — had retired at I PrTc,P'e, we imagine, that part of the pleas- ■
ment by that court of the independence of the misjudged and futile attempt to intimidate his command. The Mexicans
■ Texians
~
The Boston Daily Advertiser and Patriot of
;. an(j t|je cjtv ; nre which a person takes in dancing, is occaMexico. He could not obtain a passport for her into submission—an affront which Span- i 1 be aPPr°ach of the
” " taken
’llzQ" without resistance. It was also ,' 810ned by bis keeping correct time with his >Thursday, publishes returns from 180 towns
overlook ! was
Kahsch. He was about to proceed to Lon iards, least ot all men, are likely to overlook.
We are assured that M. Mendizabal has stated that a convoy of $60,000 belonging to ;; feet. Sailors, when rowing a boat, or pulling which give Everett (whig) 28,330 ; Morton
don.
instructed the censors to allow the Journals ’ Een* Eos bad Fajk-n into hands of the Texi- a rope, usually have some tune to sing, and
by marking
time, iney
they are
are enauieu
enabled io
to pirn
pull (Jackson)
<
luiiMiig tlie
me tune,
18,338
10,000 ,; /Armstrong
Armstrong (whig)
wmgj bjW/
1389/
liberty-to judge of the acts of, ans’~^'ew OrleanspBee.
From Spain.—Cadiz papers to Oct. 1 have IIal»zimo sLi 1/ £absolute
sitnulItaneously.
‘
’
./ always
‘
r»» > « xtz» i-i
"1\T vw.z-.
... . /"N
t♦
i
Singers ought
to be The same towns last year gave Davis (whi«>
the
Government.
News
from
Cadiz
was
re

been' received at New York. Most of the
1*101 K of
(1 f a
a certain
r» i* I’t £1 1 ri indefinable
llAr'liA-iiriijIilzA influence,
z-,® *
j More Trouble.—The
subjoined
is an ex- conscious
_____
........
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30,857; Morton (Jackson) 12,804; Bailey (anti
Juntas of the Southern provinces had ex ceived at Madrid on the 27th. M. Mendizacausing them to keep together, without which
fe‘
bal
’
s
letter
to
the
Queen
had
been
read
on
the
tract
b
’
o
m
a
letter
received
in
this
town
on
pressed
satisfaction at
at the
establishment r>n.i.. • i
pi
cobcu their
men BuiiBiuruuri
me esiaiuisrirnerii
.
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their singing will be lifeless, a body without mason) and Allen (Working-men’s candidate)!
&
Ministry, and those of; ,7 1,1 tb® tbGatre» and was answered by the featu>W evening, from a gentleman residing a soul.
(of Mr. Mendizabal’s
8684.—Mr. Everett is elected Governor by a
.. i___ c
-n
i
i J
. Ullbhc Willi 1. inazi’s! Mtr.rin
I
near the hmvleru
Malaga, Seville and Grenada were supposed public with Riego’s Hymn, mingled with j neartbe borders of Canada.
We have thought proper to say thus much majority, probably, of from 12 to 15,000 votes?.
Newburyport Herald.
to submit to the Queen’s Government, requi cries of“ Isabella II forever.”—Madrid Gaz.
to show the importance of the correct observ
The vote for Mr. Hull, the whig candidate
ring only that its policy should be of a liberal
Columbia, N. H. Nov. 4th, 1835.
FALMOUTH, OCT. 2.
ance of time. Inattention in this particular
character, and that energetic measures should ! The Erin Steamer
mornin
............ put
r-- ’in*- here
— this
I..™..,««,
,
is confusion and tumult here—blood produces such faults as the following—first, for Lt. Governor, is less than that for Mr.
_______
be pursued against the Carlists. The Jun-' having on boaaid‘ 300 ____
recruits
and 24 officers, , s ab’eady been spilt! ! You will recollect a lazy, drawling manner of pronunciation— Everett, while the Jackson and anti-masoniir
j that at the last session of the New Hamp- second, an irregular movement, sometimes canmnat
tas of Cadiz, Murcia and Valentia insist on bound for Santander to join Gen. Evans.
(Mr. Foster) for Lt. Governor has
1
sb*re legislature, a law was passed, provi- fast, and sometimes slow, like the licking of'i candidate
the re-establishment of the Constitution of
■
,received
--------- 1 a larger vote than Mr. Morton«
1812.—Boston Patriot.
ding
for
the
extension
of
the
jurisdiction
of
a crazy Watch—third, a confused mode off m.
.
, , , .
,
„„ „ ,,
MAIL ARTICLES.
ssthis^
tbls State over a territory lying at the head utterance, somewhat resembling the firing of!. e,e ,s ,tde doubt» however, that Mr. Hull
___
_______ Ten thousand dollars reward—Dreadful
Connecticut river, called Indian Stream. a raw militia company. Having no fixed i’s eiecl^d by a respectable majority.
Later from Europe.—We received yestertrage.—The Aiken,
Aiken. S. C. Telegrapl/of
Telegraph ofiz.
iIdsten
'it°vyhaveheretoday by the packet ship Virginia, at New* York, Ow/rag-e.
I / ,e.ln iabitatJtso
tantsofFthis
territory
have hereto- principle by which to regulate his perform-1 In Suffolk Senatorial district, 6 whi« Senathe u,u»i
most!i ¿05!e.be®H:’.tin a n,,anner
?se
London papers to October 7. They contain :lbe 30^» October, records one of ibc
.
- “without
...... — the ,aw” we, each singer is disposed to wait until he I ,ors are ,.fl0Sen . ia Es
5 wl,igs_one va.
of
accounts of considerable interest of the state horrid butcheries of which we have ever read.1 ,e!hJ neither subject to Canada nor the Uni- hears his
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r»zi.T>.nai>z.no ’
t
’
a
his riPlirhrmr
neighbor, hptmtp
before he
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of parties in Spam, which will be found in "The
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’
r ast* week
the Sheriff of this himself. After striking one note, he dwells cancy ; in Worcester, 6 whigs ; in Bristol, 3
of" a Mr. Smithes, on Ford Creek, ited ®lates-—Last
R
Week........................
las
by night, LUC
the inmates ! COlflVK..y I.atten'pted
t0 e,.xercise
his uuinui
authority upon it until he hears the next, which he Jackson-rnen ; in Franklin, 1 whig.
the annexed extracts.
I was forcibly
J entered I,J
. .
,
is :
The King and Queen of Belgium, after vis thirteen persons, murdered, many valuable ar-1
ar- ! Uu.nderlbe
.,ei lbe provisions of this law, by serving a takes up in like manner. To remedy these
of 1
The next House of Representatives will
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of the inhabitants—but faults, and to ensure correct performance,
iting their relatives in England, the King at tides stolen, and then the house destroyed by I • Process uPon
he,
contain
a
large
whig
majority.
In
Boston
72
flvo with the bodies ofr the
..
victims.
. .
These
J j: being resisted, he was obliged to call an arm- there is but one course to pursue. The dor
Windsor, the Duke of Wellington, and the [ fire
far
estate of Leopold at Claremont, returned to were Mr Smithes, his wife, and five children i ed force of citizens to his assistance, where mant faculty of time must be awakened and whig representatives are chosen.
ges
upon
they
made
a
show
of
submission,
and
Brussels.
j and six German emigrants, who had stopped !
cultivated. Pupils should first be exercised
nly
Robbery.—The Store of Silas Moody,
It was reported that one of the largest for the night on their way to some of the up- the bheriff dismissed his men ; but no soon in beating and describing the time, without
er
had
they
retire^
than
the
people
banded
od
houses in the general warehousing trade in i per districts. Suspicion rests? on a white
singing until the practice becomes perfectly Esq., in Kennebunk-port, was entered on the
!
England, the head of which has been a cele man, who had been seen dodging about for together, and seizmg the sheriff forcibly, ejec familiar. They should afterwards have easy night of the 6th inst. and goods stolen there
ien
i
brated free trade member of Parliament, is a- some
—»*-— days. A
x» iv.wo.iu
ten thousand
iuuirruju aoi
reward ui
often
dol- ted him from their territory. As a last resort, lessons in singing, and be directed to indicate
pe-bout establishing banks at Calcutta, Canton, pirs is offered for the discovery of the rnur- j he was then obliged to call on the militia to the length of each musical sound by a mo from to the amount of from 160 to $200, be
¡derer.
--------- .--I assist him in exercising his rightful authorisides
a
quantity
of
change.
Two
suspicious
New York, &c.
, derer.
tion of the hand. Other lessons may follow,
Measures are in progress for establishing a ! FMr. Smithes is represented
I . ______to___
_ ____
_ a I ty ; the consequence of which was, a conflict ' of a more complex nature, in due order. Pa- looking persons, (one of them a recent grad
have
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i
ensued
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which
three
of
the
outlaws
w
CfC
telegraphic communication between London wealthy,’ intelligent and honest man, and was
were tient application in this manner by a choir of uate from the Seminary at Thomaston,) were
mili- j‘ singers, vwu.u
and Paris. By which tidings will be convey- For several years a member of the State Le- killed ami five wounded-several of the •«•11would prut
probably enable them in a
ia were al&o wounded, some mortally. Such ■ short time to secure; a good degree of cor- lurking about that village for several days pre
ed in an hour and a half. It is remarkable ! g’^lature.
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the coast, an<| fourteen from thence to Paris. s^afeH tbat George Thompson has set out for tennmed to carry the law into effect, and the
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think that the words have nothing to do with vicinity until Tuesday last, and when last
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and, consequently, pay no atten- seen were traveling towards Portland. Mr.
I at out the light, and then put out the light.” tion
from Lisboh give satisfactory accounts of the b*s roturn to Boston,
also
‘ to them.
‘----- It amounts to the same thing M. offers a reward of $20 for the detection of
commercial and financial affairs of that comi- I-----------------Battle between the ^f. Tammanies and the if the words are of a cheerful or plaintive
the thieves, and $20 for the recovery of the
try. The Government had recovered from ' Rlf-ode Island.—The committee to whom Loco Focosm Bo
in Saturday evening * character, the music is always performed in
Goods.
..^bjijate pressure for money, and instead of ! was referred the subject ot the election of Jast there wa4'
-at FauetiiI Hall: the same style—that is each singer trys
-j - to
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desiring any further supplies from this conn- Members of Congress, made a report on Sat- ! between the Jl
. proper, and the make as much noise as possible, regardless
New York Election.—The election in
try, they were beginning to transmit large hrday, from which it appears that the whole ¡Workingmen, or, _
y are called,VII<the Cus- j of the effect. Now this is wrong. How fresums to England. Different portions of the number of votes given were 7767, necessary j ^m House party anAhe Hard Hands.
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to re
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Thè Gazette de France has the following :
l.°n Passe(1 (leclaring Messrs. Pearce and A>°1. J . L. C. Amee to the chair, and proceed- ! a great deal of feeling, but a change of tune,
;orH Letters from Madrid dated evening of the P,a"ue t0 be e ected, and directing the i
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next term of the Court of Common Pleas.
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A petition of Edward Smith and others, is
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Extract of a letter from a Bostonian, dated charter for a rail road to be continued from
the New Hampshire line, and the West line of States is just about $16,000,000. The receipts He came to this town, we understand, in a in Yance County, N. C. is said toibe 6,746 .
“ MALAGA, SEPT. 19.
for sales of the public lands have amounted packet from Saco, which arrived at Sandy feet above the level of the sea. The^highest
“ This country is in so unsettled a state at Maine to Bangor.
J.K
to the unprecedented sum of $6,000,000, be Bay on Tuesday.— Gloucester Democrat.
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sst iß«
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A company of traders which left Columbiatheir march from Madrid to put down the Tappan, of New York.” Every man at the had supposed. By means of a liberal policy misconduct. His parents reside at Limerick, (Mo.) and its neighborhood, last Spring, for
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rebels, three thousand men have marched North must admit that this is an atrocious towards the other Banks by which a million and are respectable.—Limingion Recorder.
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arising from the sales of their fruit, &c. there is not in the whole Materia Medica, a
nutual
which is now refused. The people here are more significant remedy for Cancer, than the of June, whose wife makes annual visits to totally discredits the on dit of the New York the present season.
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all training for soldiers ; the very boys are juice of the cranberry. Oxycocus vulgaris,
dressed in uniform, and the waited of our made into an ointment with sulphate of iron, week, the police of Charleston rescued six of ment of Judge M’Lean to the Chief Justice
Thanksgiving in New York, 10th Decem
her victims.
ship of the Supreme Court. The Enquirer ber—in Massachusetts 3d Dec.—in all the
hotel are disciplining themselves also. In finely pulverized.
says there is no truth at all in this “ sign” or other New England States 26th inst.
deed, politics is the universal theme. The
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ted Chief Justice.
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AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1835.

No. 27.

4 Why—no—and yet seems to me I’ve ing to marry the new parson I who would pry into it ! go and ask the sweet girl, and
cied treasure, for the effecting of which I
scrupled not to expose you to the law by bu seen your mortal phiz somewhere.’
have thought it ?”
certainly most fortunate will you be in dis
rying for your finding, a few counterfeit dol
4 You once had good reason to remember
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
44 It is one of the most astonishing tilings covering the charm, ifyou allow it to make
lars of my own make.—And now having me—and I wish I could say with you that I in the world,” said another*44 how th^poor
JOIES K. REMICH.
you all ais charming as Fanny Williams.
Office on the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. freely confessed all, the only atonement I have never been ashamed of my name—I am girl has got up. Why she has no more
Claremont Eagle.
Gow.
’
can
offer
for
my
aggravated
injuries
is
in
de

TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
4 Gow ! Gow ! that same Gow ? who— beauty—lord !—than I have.”
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— claring the innocence of the deluded men in
FOREIGN WIFE HUNTERS.
And then the good women would lift up
interest will he charged on all subscriptions winch possessing the false coin, and in restoring the o—o—rah ! Yes that I have had reason to
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No good money taken from them ; my share of remember you—your coming brought me their hands in amazement, and wonder pro
We find in Frazer’s Magazine the follow
paper discontinued, except at the option ol the pub
which you will find in my pockets—the rest that righteous lot of land which 1 would be digiously. Her former schoolmates were ing remarks, which appear to us not inap
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
plicable to this country. Foreigners, by the
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for about the person of the prisoner, who I hope at work on to-day, if the Judge would con also almost dead with astonishment.
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount will speedily forget the lessons of wickedness sent to let me leave him. Yes, yes, you made
help of a little impudence and a great deal
44
Who
would
have
though
it
?
Why
1
'Charged for its insertion.
I have taught him, and learn wisdom from my fortune if the devil did send you—but
of hauteur and assumption, find no difficulty
my melancholy fate. And as to your land I what in all nature has brought you back a- Fanny is not showy at all ; she never cares
about the latest and handsomest fashions. in gaining access to the 44 good society”cir
~~
MISCELLANEOUS.
can only recommend you to the mercy of gain ?’
their now rightful owner or, Mr. Harwood,
4 Better motives, Mr. Butler, I trust, than She always would wear a plain calicoe, ora cles in this country, and when there, are
[From the New England Galaxy.]
her »natural guardian, or,’ he continued glan those which once led me here. Are Mr. and gingham, which could never strike the fan carressed and flattered, and bowed to, as if
Our
cing at Ashley,4 or him, who I suppose, is Mrs. Ashley in the house ? I would see cy of all the beaux in Christendom—and they were a superior order pf beings.
MAY MARTIN :
soon to be her legal protector.’
them at the door for one moment.’
yet, bless my stars—Oh ! dear—I’m speech republican belles show a decident penchant
OR THE MONEY DIGGERS.
4 It is but right,’ ;said Ashley stammering
4 Halloo ! halloo the house ! Judge Ash less.— And then how we used to romp a- for foreign beaux, especially if they sport a
and confused at the ^vident allusion of the ley and lady, halloo !’
A Green Mountain Tale.
ferocious pair of mustaches, or assume the ti
A middle aged gentleman with a pditical bout, laugh with the young fellows, and cot
By p. P. Thompson, of Montpelier, Vt. * last speaker, and endeavoring to withdraw
pranks with them, to attract their notice tle of4 Me Lord,’4 Chevalier,’4 Baron,’ &c.
bis arm from hie, fair partner,-4 it is but right. newspaperjnJjis hand and looking*,,
[concluded.]
44 It is no unusual thing for a married for
—but honorable, that in this strangely altered testy at being interrupted in his reading, LAs- and steal their hearts’—and yet Fanny nev
These orders being promptly attended to, aspect of affairs, I should relinquish to Miss tily came to the door. A handsome young er joined us. She would courtesy add smile eigner ‘o take an additional wife in England,
the wounded man was carefully lifted from Harwood, as we must now call her, all matron some years younger than her hus if spoken to—and that is all, and she is—it provided he can get a little money with her.'
the wagon and placed in an easy position in claims she may have given me as May Mar band, with a chubby black eyed infant in is too bad—too bad !”
The chances are that a moderate sum keeps
the open air. He first pressed his hand to tin.’
her arms, made her appearance a little in the
44
Havn’t we been sitting our caps for the the foreign lady quiet* even if she hears of
his forehead, and then opening his eyes and
4 But supposing,’ replied May, still clinging rear of the latter.
young parson—making him presents, and the affair. If she is troublesome, it is only
looking slowly round on the countenances to the arm of her lover with a countenance
4 What now David ? is the house on fire,
rigging up with all our gaudiest and most going back to the continent with the En
of those standing immediately about him, radiant with smiles and blushes,4 but suppo or what, that you make such an outcry ?’
said faintly—
sing Miss Harwood should not choose to re
4 Why here is one of the seven wonders peach blossomed dresses, and now to slight glish money and without the English wife.
1 I heard them say there was a stranger lease Mr. Ashley from his engagements to of the world 1—do you know that gentle us all, and take that plain and modest Fan I have myself known three cases of this kind ;
here, who had enquired tor May Martin, and May Martin ?’
ny ! It is too bad ! She must have some, and strange to say, the heroes, as if they in
man ?’
seemed to take an interest in her fate. Is he
tended to serve as samples of their respect
4 At least May,’ rejoined her lover with a
The lady shuddered, and shrinking back a charm /”
now present ?’
starting tear and grateful smile. 4 At least step, whispered something in her husband’s
Fanny was never known to run about the ive nations, were all three of different coun
The gentleman thus enquired for, who had May, we have a new consent to ask and ob ear.
The one was an Italian, the other a
village and tattle, and be familiar with the tries.
hitherto stood back a silent though attentive tain now.’
4 It cant be !’ said the latter, a slight frown young gentlemen.
Instead of attending Frenchman, and the third a German. The
spectator of all that had passed, now stepped
4 And it will not long be withheld,’ said passing over his brow.
Italian managed best ; he contrived to hush
forward.
4 My name is Gow,’ said the stranger ri balls and parties, and dancing night into
Harwood with a gratified look. 4 Your manly
4 It is so,’ said the former after letting his conduct now, Mr. Ashley, has confirmed the ding up to the door without offering to dis day, why this mechanic’s daughter was up the business, and to reconcile the pairties.
languid eye rest a moment on the face of the highly favorable prepossessions I had con mount. *14 You are Mr. and Mrs. Ashley, I be found with the poor—watching by the bed The Italian wife who is by far the prettiest
stranger, it is even as I suspected—Mr. Har ceived of your character, and even without lieve. She I perceive knows me ; and well side of the sick and the dying.
What of the two, lives at the expense of the En
wood-Frank Harwood ?’
this, I know not that I should ever have at may she remember me and my former inju could be more against Fanny Williams than glish one, and sometimes pays her a senti
4 You call my name sir,’replied the stran tempted to sunder those whom God has so ries. And for that reason have I presumed this, asked her old companions. And then mental visit, and is very kind to the Angloger, closely scanning the pale and livid fea evidently put together.’
to call at your door. I ask not to enter for 1 she is not fond of being at the card table. Italian children.
tures of the man ly ing before him, 4 You call
While this tender scene was enacting most am unworthy—and yet for myself, perhaps, I And strange and unaccountable in a young
The German took advantage of his
me rightly, but 1 do not now recollect where, of the settlers, astonished and dismayed at should be thankful that I was once directed
English lady’s indignation on hearing of the
or when, I may have met with you.’
the unexpected intelligence they had just to this spot, for the lesson here received in girl of eighteen, she would not go about the
4 Do you not remember your father’s for heard, had withdrawn from the spot in si the awful death of my associate in crime, and streets and talk of the promising young men previous marriage, and obtained, in some of
mer agent for this settlement, and the advi lence, and were standing in thè background, my long imprisonment that followed, were of the village. Everybody appears to like the little principalities of Germany a favora
ser and assistant of your youthful errors ?’
with blank and disconcerted countenances, the means, I trust, of plucking me as a brand Fanny, they would say, but she is no belle, ble divorce, which left him in possession of
4 Colvin !’ exclaimed the stranger in sur leaving the happy little group of father, from the burning. For many years I have ,and people notice her only to encourage the best part of the English fortune. The
prise, 4 Colvin I—can this be Richard Col daughter, lover, parson, sheriff and little Da been an unworthy preacher of the gospel, la
her. She would not read novels all night, Frenchman mismanaged the affair and was
vin ?’
vid, about the only persons whose interest boring in the far west. Returningonce more and therefore was not sentimental.
She obliged to run for it ; and 1 do not know
At the mention of that name all the oldest were not unfavorably affected by the devel and for the last time, to visit my native New
settlers stepped up and bending over the opment, by themselves indulging in the joy England, I have come some distance out of was no heroine, but would generally be how »matters have been settled : families
like to keep these things quiet, or we should
man, looked intently in his face.
ous emotions to which the occasion gave my course to see you—to perform a duty to found poring over some idle history, or
4 It is,’ they presently exclaimed, 4 it is Col rise, and the three last named especially, giv you, and my own soul—to ask that forgive moral book—a good enough book perhaps, hear of many more—for they are now of
vin, but oh how changed !’
ing vent to their feelings in pious ejaculations, ness which my God, 1 humbly hope, has ex but not exactly the thing for a girl who ex almost daily occurrence. It is, indeed, gen
4 You say truly,’ rejoined the old man after hearty congratulations, and half suppressed tended to one so utterly unworthy of his pects to be married. She would not go to erally asserted, that Prince Puckler Muskau
a pause in which he seemed to be collecting exclamations of unbounded delight, accord mercies. Can you, sir, forgive all the inju church in silks and satins, and when she himself came in this country in order to
his failing energies to speak further. 4 You ing to their respective characters. Their at ries I intended to you ?’
got there, she would not stare about to see marry a rich widow, now higher than a
say truly of the wretched object before you— tention was now arrested however by a faint
4 Freely 1’ replied Ashley, visibly touched
countess, but then only a viscountess. That «
changed indeed, but less changed in person groan from the old mau. They turned—he at the deep abasement of the other, 4 freely, who was who, and what was what, like oth
he had a wife living, seemed no great objec
er
girls.
What
had
got
Fanny
Williams
athan in guilt. Franklin Harwood, in May had just breathed his last.
The falling of from my heart, most freely ’’
tion in his eyes ; the ill-natured world aMartin, the girl before you, behold your own I some body, followed by the loud shriek of a
4 And you dear lady, you, who have yet long so ? It was surprisingly strange. She
daughter !’
was not fretful, nor peevish, and never scold broad say that it was the only objection in
| female within the house, now suddenly more to forgive ?’
» ' My father ” uttered .May in surprise.
4 If you sir,’ said she,4 have the forgiveness ed on washing days, and how therefore the lady’s eyes.”
j struck on t^iuir startled ears. All rushed to
4 Her father !’ exclaimed many voices at the open door. Martin lay weltering in Dis' of 6od>and my husband,jt shah -Aot long be cou/d she make a good wife ?
They say
Slave trade discovered by a Shark.—
once.
blood on the floor with his throat cut from said that you lack the forgiveness of Mrs. she is sweet tempered, but that is noThing
4 Her father ! Frank Harwood only son of ear to ear, and writhing in the agonies of a Ashley for an offence against May Martin—
A very singular circumstance occurred, in
in
a
girl. We are all sweet tempered. At
the old proprietor, her father !’ almost shriek death, which, in a paroxism of remorse, shame you have it sincerely.’
May last, on board H. M. schooner Pickle,
home she does the house work, from boiling
ed both Martin and his wife at the same in and desperation, his own hand had inflic
4 Dismount sir,’ said the Judge, 4 walk in
Lieut. Bagof, who was cruising off the Isle
an apple dumpling, down to sweeping the
stant.
and dine with us.’
ted.
ol Pine, for the purpose of capturing vessels
4 Can this gentleman be my father ?’ again
4 Nay, it may not be—it may not be, wor floor—and other such idle and unfashiona engaged in the slave trade. Seeing a very
timidly asked May, looking up enquiringly
Ten years had rolled away ; when one day thy people.—However, we may forgive, or e- ble things, which soil the hands and are un- large suspicious looking schooner, he made
to Ashley.
I a meek looking and plainly dressed stranger ven respect, there may yet be associations genteel. Beside all this, she is as poor as
4 It is the gentleman of whom I spoke, as on horseback was seen, with a hesitating air, connected with individuals which must ren Job’s cats, and never appeared to care chase after her, and coming up, found her
we came along May,’ replied the latter. 4 I turning into the same yard where the closing der their presence forever painful. It were about money any more than shining in the to carry the royal flag of Spain, and on ex
amining her papers, nothing to convict her
thought I half suspected something like this. scene of our tale took place. A large two better that I tarried not ; but ere I leave,’ he
And why not of so near a tie ? See !’ he story building with corresponding out houses, continued riding up close to the door step on world. She was pleasant and sociable e- of slave trading, though the slave-deck and
continued with animation waving his hand to now occupied the former site of Martin’s which the couple now stood, and extending nough for some folks, but how was it possi other circumstances gave every indication
the spectators and pointing from the features dwelling. A sturdy young farmer, of per his hands, 41 would take a hand of each in ble, that a girl who makes so* little noise that she had recently had slaves on board.
of the father to those of the daughter. 4 See! haps twenty five, was in the now improved token of peace, and as the seal of forgiveness.’ with her tongue as Fanny, should have In the middle watch, a fishing line which
did ever mirror that mellows while it truly and handsome yard teaching two ruddy fa
His request being complied with, he lifted caught the notice of the parson—above all
reflects the landscape—did ever mirror throw ced little boys, of the probable ages of six and his tearful eyes to heaven and ejaculated in men ! She never pryed into the affairs of had accidentally been left trolling from the
Pickle, was observed to be swerving in all
back the softened picture more faithfully ?’
her neighbors—how then should she know
eight years, how to shoot with bow and ar broken utterance—
directions, and on being hauled in, a shark
4 It is even so,’said Harwood, now step row.
4 O my Father above, who could forgive how to manage her own I
When she is
ping and taking the hand of the unresisting
4 May I ask who at present resides here ?’ me, the vilest of the vile, and bless one so ut not reading or assisting her parents, she- is about four feet long was found at the hook.
and pleased girl. 4 It is even so—it can be ■ timidly asked the stranger.
On opening it in the morning, a bundle of
terly sinful and lost, wilt thou bless and pros
no other than the too long neglected child of
per these thy servants—their little ones and busy with her needle for her family or the papers was found in its belly, which, on ex
4 Judge Ashley,’ was the free reply.
a much injured, though lawfully wedded
all that is theirs—not only in the things of poor. She is altogether too modest for a amination, proved to be the papers of the
4 And these pretty boys—are they his?’
mother, who I trust, at this auspicious mo
this life, but in that light and love which is girl of eighteen ; and has not half brass e- suspicious looking Spanish schooner, shew
4 They are, Sir.’
ment is looking down from her place in heav
41 once knew something of the people of here our only durable happiness, and hereaf nough to say 44 yes” to any man. She has ing hêr to be a slaver, having landed a car
en to forgive and bless, in the pleased wit this valley—and I trust I shall be excused for ter our heaven.’
a graceful figure enough, but she never la
nessing of this late union of father and making some enquiries concerning them.
Casting one long and mournful look on the ces herself, or takes pains to set it off in the go of 293 slaves only four hours before she
daughter. And if she,’ he continued with an How is Mr. Ashley esteemed in the world?. happy pair, and bowing a mute farewell, he most graceful manner. And yet has Fanny was seen by the Pickle. She was accord
ingly captured, being convicted upon her
affectionate smile,4 if she of heaven can do
4 Esteemed !—humph ?—the very first slowly rode away and was seen no more.
Williams got married to the parson ! How
this, what says my fair child of earth ?’
own singular testimony.—Hob. Town Cour.
man in the county !’
marvellous ! strange ! said these good souls,
FANNY WILLIAMS.
4 And your name—may I ask it !’
A sweet smile broke through the starting
who had contrived every possible way to en
A SECRET WORTH KNOWING.
4 Certainly—David Butler—never ashamed
tears of the daughter in reply.
Cancer.—A jeweller who had a bad can
The reader cannot have forgotten the trap the parson. 44 Ah I it is quite plain,” cerous pimple on his cheek, having occa
4 Let me proceed,’ said the wounded peni to tell it in my life.’
And have you not a farm too, by this time, brief sketch which we gave, a month since, they continued with a knowing toss of the sion to dissolve some gold in nitromuriatic
tent, 41 know—I feel that I have but a few
more moments left me, and I would improve from your own earnings ?’
of Lucky Tom, who was alledged by his head,44 that she is in possession of some acid, rubbed it several times, unconsciously,
4 Hardly—from my own earnings—and yet old cronies, to be in possession of some marvellous secret—that accounts for all.”
them in undoing as far as 1 can, the mischief
with his impregnated fingers : and was sur
I have done—I now grieve to say, deliber I have a lot of the finest wild land in the set marvellous secret for becoming rich. He That a poor mechanic’s daughter should
prised to find it speedily change its appear
ately done. Yon men and owners as you tlement, and I’ll tell you how queerly 1 got it.
succeed after this sort, unless she possessed
have thought yourselves, of this settlement, You know, that is*if you heard of it, that a- was a poor mechanic, and in a manner that some indescribable charm, is highly ridicu ance, and shortly disappear. M. Recamier, suspecting the cause, made several uni
you more than others, in my dark career of bout ten years ago there was a sort of up puzzled his old dram loving associates, be
crime have I injured. Under pretended turning here, and change of owners. Well, came by degrees rich, and one of the orna lous.—And the worst of the matter is that formly successful experiments of the same
ownership of this valley, I gave you false and Mrs. Ashley that now is, God bless her noble ments of the village. We have heard ma she should have been married without ’ ap nature ; and thus has accident discovered a
worthless titles to the lands which you now heart! gave me this lot outright for services ny unthinking ones wonder what this gol pearing to have once thought of having re new caustic for cancerous affections. The
occupy and which, till within a few months she fancies I did her at the time of this fra den secret could be. It is hoped that oth course to those common means for busband proportions he adopts are one ounce of the
belonged to this gentleman’s father, who hav cas—1 could tell you all about it, but 1 sup ers have been more successful. It is a se catching, those little artifices, winks, inuening become apprised of his son’s former pose you have heard of the money digging af cret that is of far more value to its posses does, smiles and all the well directed artille acid to*six grains of chloruret of pure gold.
Pennsylvanian.
clandestine marriage and a living offspring fair, and what then happened ?’
ry of the eyes, was absolutely astonishing,
4 I have—what happened at the time, but sor than the philosopher’s stone—and yet is
somewhere in Vermont, bequeathed them all
and
proof
conclusive
that
she
was
in
pos

A FINE SITE.
before his death, as I accidentally learned, to not after.—What became of the old occu within the reach of every mechanic in the
There is a house about twenty miles dis
country. While they are searching anew, session of something that others had not.
this abused and persecuted girl. Would to pants who then lost their farms ?’
heaven I had remained ignorant of the fact,
4 Why Martin, you see, being the best we beg leave to speak of another secret, or What a lucky man old Williams is ! and oh ! tant from Bennington, Vt. which is built in
lor it led to my second offence against you. judge of what he deserved, like a sensible charm, which deserves the attention of what a lucky girl is Fanny 1 A pretty two States, three counties and four towns.
Not content with having once defrauded you man, cut his throat on the spot; and the young ladies. Being generally supposed to wife truly, such a girl will make for a cler The states are New York and Vermont ;the
out of the price of your farms, and proved judge and his wife thought, considering it possess a much quicker apprehension than gyman. She is in league with some old counties are Rensselaer, Bennington and
treacherous to my patron to whom I repre would be no more than a fair shake to take the other sex, they will unquestionably witch or grandame—- some fortune teller at Washington ; and the towns Bennington,
sented those lands to be so worthless, that he his farm, after helping oft his sweet widow—
the foot of the hill, who has revealed to her Shaffsbury, White Creek and Hoosiç.—The
on this account, and owing to family troub two of the money diggers ran away more name it at once. There is no occasion, for the art of making every body love her. It
house was built by Mr. Matthews, who
tunately,
ofour
requesting
them
to
commu

les and growing infirmities, never afterwards scared than hurt, and their farms were also
enquired about them or employed others to taken ; and as to the rest, the judge let them nicate it to their fair sisters—as it is not un must be so—else why should she be thought through some freak of fortune became sub
look them up—not content with this double off easy, paying them for their betterments* as charitable to presume that if they discover so much of, and we neglected, who have for ject to those unwelcome visitors yeclept
years been master of all the female accom sheriffs. On one occasion the Sheriff of Ben
fraud, 1 laid a second plan to rob you of all much as their whole farms were worth, ’twas it, they cannot keep it to themselves.
of these farms at a blow, or make you pay said. Well he could afford to do it, for all
Fanny WilliaYns was the daughter of a plishments—in which she is so evidently nington Co. Vt. called at the house, and on
for them again, by getting them into the pos the wild lands of the valley fell to him, be poor, hard working mechanic.
enquiry found that Mr. M. had gone to the
She was wanting. She is not like other girls.
session of my associate, and young pupil in sides his father in law, dying soon after, left the idol of a father’s heart. Not eminently
Thus thought and spake the old and State q/ Neiv York. The hall being quite
crime, yon prisoner, by means of cheating the him all his property—that is about half of it,
capacious, and the division line of the Stales
unconscious owner into a marriage with him, giving the rest to the charities.—And now beautiful, she was what is termed by con young women concerning Fanny Williams.
before the will should becomd known here, sir, seeing you have rather a free knack of noisseurs good looking. It is quite evident It was a mystery how she had so gained the running longitudinally through the centre ;
She had never and with his table for dinner set in the cen
or she apprised of her true parentage and asking questions yourself, supposing I ask however, to the good gossips Gf the village, affections of every body.
standing, and thus inflict another irreparable you one ? What is your name ?’
who generally see farther than other people, put herself forward in the least, but now tre ; he with his wonted hospitality invited
injury on the worthy family of my early pat
4 Do you not recollect me ?’
that Fanny bad u a way of getting up in she was before them all. 44 Fortunate Fan the sheriff to dine with him.—The sheriff
ron. Nor was even this enough for me—1
the world,” quite different from that of ny—the daughter of a poor mechanic—who accepted the invitation, and seated himself
must filch a large sum of money from a num *This word for improvements made on lands, their own daughters.
has thus risen so mysteriously from poverty in his state, while Mr. M. preferring the oth
ber of you, in making you pay my associate and frequently found on the Vermont Statute
44 What can it be ?” said one—<( Fanny to competency —what may the secret be ! er side, sat down with him, bidding defiance
and equal sharer in all the booty gained or to Book, was we believe, coined by the legislature
be gained by our wicked plots, for his pre of that state, but whether in a legislative or lit was thoyght no more than our Nance, when She has some charm that works upon the to all the authority of John Doe and Rich
a child—and yet, bless my stars, she is go hearts of all. We must pry into it!” Ay, ard Roe.
tended skill in helping you to discover a fan- erary eapacity we never understood.

JUDGE WHITE.
. Thè ffreiteft Question.—The New York
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Legislature, appointed
their reference
to the actua l posture of our rela- have never bad occasion to record a more?
ship Sampson, has arrived at New York,
J/o&ism in Michigan.—The new acting nomination of him for the office of President.
bringing London dates to Oct. 10. They do Governor of Michigan has got himself into no The answer is of a more marked character lions with France, and to the reported de- wanton and disgraceful outrage than that
On Friday
Friday
not contain any news of much importance. little trouble by his aspiration for office. It than we should have expected from thisquar- mand for the payment of the fir st instalment which we are about to relate. Gu
The accounts from Spain are encouraging for seems that the people of that Territory arei ter. The judge has been driven by the oppo which is positively asserted by some to have i evening, a person by the name of Thomas
been
mfide,
an
d
ot
hers
denied,
employs
'
Browning,
in
the
employ
of
Geib
&
Walker,
the prospects of Mr. Mendizabal’s ministry. by no means disposed to place themselves un sition he has met with to assume an attitude
piano-forte manufacturers, in passing from
There have been some instances of disaffec der his supervision. Mr. Horner has certain of independence, which enableshim to speak the following language.
We
have
made
the
foregoing
citations
.
the house ofa friend, down Hammond street
tion in the French army, which are probably ly got himself into most uncomfortable quar with great plainness and truth of the admin
trom our cotemporaries, that the readers may to Greenwich, was attacked by a brutal and
not important.
ters, as the following outrage, which we co istration to which heretofore he has given his be as well informed as ourselves upon this ' cowardly mob, consisting of some fifty fel
LONDON, OCT. 10.
py from the Detroit Journal, will amply adherence. He describes the Jackson party most important question. Our own impres- lows masked and otherwise disguised, who,
It would appear that dissatisfaction very ! demonstrate.
almost in the language which we have often sion is, that the demand for the money has after beating ami kicking the life nearly out
generally pervades the French Army. We
DETROIT, QCT. 15.
used in reference to it, as “ a party notfound been renewed, and that the French cabinet
1’
•
e
‘
’
find by the papers before us, that on the 30th
“ We regret to learn that a highly disrepu-, ed npon any settled principles, composed of men not feeling disposed to receive any thing short of him, took him into a vacant lot, daubed
him
over
with
tar,
emptied
a
bolster
full
of
ult. and 1st inst. 25 sub officers and two sol table riot occurred at Ypsilanti, bn Monday, belonging to every political sect, having no
diers of the 11th Regiment of the line, were night. The house in which the Acting common bond of union save that of a wish to of a direct explanation have again refused feathers on him, and then left him to his fate.
brought prisoners into Toulouse, escorted by Governor lodged was assaulted, the windows place one of themselves in the highest office payment. If such he the fact, it is clear that A circumstance which adds to the atrocity
a gendarmerie. They were said to be impli- ( of his chamber broken, and to shelter him- known to the Constitution, for the purpose of the differences between the two countries of the act is, that the unfortunate victim was
are widening, and a prudent forecast should in reality not the man for whom the outrage
cated in themconspiracy
lately
n i
i
“jdiscovered
r» in
• !> se|tt’rom their fnissi les, he was obliged to re- having all the honors, offices and emoluments of prepare the nation for the event.”
was intended. He was mistaken for a per
that city.
Ihe Jth, 17th and o/th Rogi- I iT)O"ea part of.his bed to the floor, where he the Government, distributed by him among his fol
We repeat what we have before said, that son by the name of James Jackson, against
ments of the line are also said4 to be infedted
. z» .. ' s|ept tj|| fnornjng It was Clark’s tavern. In lowers.” Such a delineation of the character of
....... these cowardly ruffians „„„„„„„„
entertained a„
with republicanism. The government was ji the morning we are informed, the host char the party, by one who until recently has been no official explanation had been given by the , whom
proceeding otherwise vigorously, dismissing ged him five dollars to pay the damage done a distinguished member of it, is deserving of President up io the period of the last advices ! grudge, because he had refused to join the
from Pans. And we furthermore say, that I Society of Trades’Union,
the commandants of the National Guard, and by the mob to his house.”
attention. So also is the charge against Gen. we have good grounds for believing that Mr. j
—______ ’__
persecuting the Press. The editor of the
Jatkson implied in the declaration, that he Rothschild was authorized to receive payUnited States Bank.—So
So much
much has
has been
Réformateur was again convicted on Wed
Pirate.—Bark Hortensia, Masricott, at Bal- shall disdain “ an attempt to win his ivay to
-:i of various
.....—1branches
•
.having
• .been sold
...
out,
nesday last of a seditious libel, and sentenced i timore from Rio Janeiro, reports Oct. 31st, power upon one set of principles, and then to ment of the first instalment after being ad vised said
by
Mr.
Barton
that
it
would
be
proper
for
that
we
have
ascertained
from
an
authentic
to three months imprisonment and a fine of light airs from S. S. E. at 7 A. M. in lat. 31 practice upon another.” We give the letter
him to present the draft, but that he miscon source that the following branches have been
6000 francs.
N.and Ion. 71 W. going N. W. a sail was entire :—Boston Daily Adv.
strued his instructions, and presented the disposed of:—
LONDON, 10th OCT. 2 O’CLOCK.
discovered to S. W. close on the wind, on
draft without consultation with Mr. Barton,
Branch at Portsmouth,
“
NASHVILLE, OCT. 24, 1835.
The pressure in the money market contin the starboard tack. A few moments after,
do.
Hartford,
Gentlemen : I have the honor to acknowl when payment was refused, on account of no
ues without abatement, and Consols have in, we discovered her to be a topsail schooner
official
explanation
having
been
communica

do.
Burlington,
consequence dropped to 90^, at which there ; without thaintopmast. She bore down and edge the receipt of your communication un
ted.—Philadelphia, Gaz.
do.
Utica, '
are no buyers. *
set her square sails, as if she wanted to speak der date of yesterday, enclosing a copy of a
do.
Buffalo,
! us. At 8 A. M. she fired three guns. The preamble and resolution of the General Asdoi
Omnibus Umbrella.—A French mechanic, ' vessel looking suspicious, we continued our
Baltimore,
of the State of Tennessee, recommend A PORTRAIT of the leaders of the Van
do.
it is said, has lately invented a kind of pora- ii course. At 9 A. M. she fired another gun, ing me as a suitable person to succeed the
Fayetteville,
Buren party, by an original Jackson-man.
do.
pluie, called an omnibus.—This umbrella, ' and we showed our colours—at 10, being in preserjt Chief Magistrate of the United States.
Lexington,
The editor of the Washington Sun, gives
do.
very light, is of the ordinary dimensions, and ;i our wake she jibed ship and stood directly , To receive evidence at «uy time that the the following portrait of the leaders of the
Charleston,
do.
by means of a spring maybe extended at ; tor ns, when we had no doubt that she was a representatives of the people of my own Van Buren party. We would recommend
Mobile,
do.
pleasure, so as to place under cover, two, PIRATE. We had no long guns, but pre-! State continue to repose confidence in me it to the attentive perusal of the public. We
New Orleans,
do.
four, or evert six persons at oncé.
Natchez,
pared our small arms, (consisting of three bird would be highly gratifying ; but at this par should judge it to be a correct likeness,—at
do,
St. Louis,
guns, one blunderbussand six pair of pistols) ticular time, and after such multiplied efforts least, we have no reason to doubt its correct
do.
From
Lima.
—
The*• New Bedford
Gazette
Louisville,
....
I
/ II
z.
I
i aim
and pin
put Mil
on MVICI3
poles Vium
eight Ml
or ten ibayonets with a have been unceasingly made, irorn various ness, as it is painted by a man who served his
do.
. ................
pubhsbes the following extract o a. letter,;I (Ietei
.lninatio
SB|j otlr
Cincinnati.
-------*...... „
v... lives as dear as pos- quarters, to destroy my reputation, to receive apprenticeship with the party, and is now free.
dated
payta, july 18, 1835.
i : sible.
The other branches will be closed as soo»
We resolved not to send our boat on such testimony of increased confidence, is The People are honest, and it is only neces
This unhappy country has been in civil
board nor permit hers to board us ; intend- matter calculated to call forth my most pro sary to have them know these men to shun as practicable, the object of the Bank being
war since 23d July last. A newly created !I ing to continue our course until she sunk us found acknowledgments.
them.—Portland Adv.
to effect a final close on terms most agreea
General of the name of Salavery, a madman • with her long guns. We made the lady and
Some of those who are members of the
“There is a kind of negative principle ble to the communities where the debt was
and a fool, taking the advantage of the ah- j! children passengers lay close on the cabin present General Assembly, and who were among the conductors of the Van Buren press contracted. We doubt if this retreat of the
sence of the legitimate Government, with a,j floor, it being out of the way of shot. At 11 members of the same body two years ago, which'wears almost the appearance ofa posi Bank before a powerful and active opponent,
handful of men took possession of the city of | A. M. she fired a round shot which fell Short can bear testimony to the fact that I earnestly tive virtue. We mean the unshaken fidelity will not figure hereafter as a bright prize in
Lima without firing a shot. He was already |—immediately after she set fore-top-gallant- |! endeavored to prevent my name from being with which they comply with the terms, and the history of Finance.—JV. Y. Daily.
Governor of the Castles in Callao. Of course '
| Submitted to the American people for .the serve out the period of vassalage to which
that, strong hold was secure to him.
ji sail and lower steering sail. At 2 P. M. II highest office within their gift : but my ef- they are bound. It may be, that this fidelity
Trial ofAbner Kneelaud.—The trial of Ab
| being near us, she fired round and grape ;)
lie put a heavy contribution on the people,' the shot fell a long way ahead of us and the i' forts have been unavailing. A state of things is forced upon them by necessity. It may be, i ner Kneeland, came on last Wednesday, beand in fact frightened the citizens into a be grape close under our counter—she kept Ij has been produced which induced a portion that there could not be found another man in i fore the Supreme Court in session in this
lief that he was the man to govern the coun nearing us and fired three guns in quick sue- Ii of my political friends to believe the interest the country, to whom their aid would not be city. It will be recollected that he was in
try ; and I am sorry to say all the Foreign au cession. The last shot being at 3h. 30m.,|! of the country would be promoted by the use a disadvantage. Whatever be the reason, dicted for blasphemy about two years since,
thorities beginning to think so, allowed him when a quarter of a mile distance, to all of :; of my name as a candidate ; and when ap- when we consider the parties, the fact be and convicted in the Municipal Court—»from
to make Military Blockades, and even to shut which we paid no regard, at which mo ! plied to, on various occasions, I have given comes matter of astonishment. A band of which decision he appealed to the Supreme
Court. The trial came on and after eloquent
the port of Payta against Foreign trade ; so
ment we were struck with a heavy squall my consent, and now I take this opportunity i political “ free companions,” whose pens are
that Payta is no longer a port of entry. He from W. S. W. when she took in all sail but to state that this consent will not be with-' at the command of any ambitious aspirant and learned arguments on both sides, the
has not yet interfered with the entry of whale i fore-top gallant and jib, and kept off, running drawn.
for power, who has the present means of pay case was submitted to a jury, who could not
ships, and I have hopes he will be reduced her Spanish ensign up and down three times
In common with a large majority of the j ment, or who has a fair chance of affording agree, eleven being in favor ofa conviction,
and one opposed. The case was again tried
to his primitive nothingness in less than a and abandoning the chase. We carried all
citizens of Tennessee, I was ah humble ad them an opportunity of sharing in the spoils
month from date.
sail during the squall, with the lee cat-head vocate of the principles set forth in the pre of their plundered country, they are unscru —with precisely the same result. Yesterday
was the fourth time that this was brought
A reaction has taken place, and Gen. Ga- ;■ under water, until we lost sight of her.—She
amble to your resolution. Time and increas pulous as to the justice of their master’s qiiarmarra, (an ex-president) aided by Gen. Santa!i had a billet head, one yellow streak, and was
before a jury.
In the afternoon, Judge
ed
experience have tended to confirm me in rel, the objects they are to further, or the
Cruz, the Supreme Chief of Bolivia, are now i; full of men, commanded by a black captain,
Wilde delivered a very able and impartial
means
to
be
resorted
to,
as
was
the
wildest
the opinion that on the maintainance of these
in the neighborhood
of Lima,
charge—and the jury retired ; soon after
I
a with a , force ofj! whom we saw distinctly standing on the
the liberties of the people of the band of “mercenaries” that ever bartered
imore than 5000 men; and Salavery’s troops 1Punk, using vioIent gestures, with the spy- principles
blood for a livelihood. There are no institu which the Court adjourned. Yesterday
United States essentially depend.
are joining them every opportunity,• 1 trust i gjass ¡n
hanfj#
From the formation of the Federal Consti- i tions, however sacred or venerable, that they morning, the jury came into Court with a
the rebel Chief’s career will be short, and
tution up to this time there have been parties ! will not attack ; no men, hovyever pure and verdict ofguilty. It will thus be seen that
that the port of Payta will be opened again.
Suicide.—A coroner’s inquest was held yes in the United States ; when they are separa- j unstained, that they will not defame ; no po of forty-eight petit jurors, who, after a full
terday
morning over the dead body of a ted upon principles, each may honestly be- ¡‘ sition, however false, that they will not main hearing, have decided on this case, forty-six
Troubles in Porto Rico.—By the schooner
have been in favor of the guilt of the prisoner.
Octavia, at this port from St. John’s, Porto young girl named Susan Dilion, aged about I lieve the permanent welfare of the country tain ; no abuse, however degrading, that they
A motion was filed in arrest of judgment
will
not
resort
to
;
and
no
falsehood,
howev

17.
She
poisoned
herself
by
taking
a
large
depends
upon
having
the
government
admin

Rico, whence she sailed on the 25th Oct. the
—which will be decided by a full bench. In
er
plain
or
palpable,
that
they
will
not
prop

quantity
of
solid
corrosive
sublimate,
which
i
istered
upon
the
principles
which
they
advo

editors of the American have received intelli
the meantime the defendant has recognized
gence relative to certain political discontents she placed on an apple, and ate, as it were, cate, and may honorably use every fair effort agate, to achieve the advantage of a moment. for his appearance in the sum of $500.
Their
slavishness
is
complete,
and
they
act
She
died
within
ten
minutes
after
to
elevate
their
own
party
and
put
down
which have recently been manifestéd among 1,ood.’ b . d,c
Journal.
the troops stationed at St. John’s. It appears t“k"1" ll,e I’?'?™- The spectacle at the in their opponents. But when an attempt is as if they knew, that the more abject was
.•
1
1
z. .
~ ‘ 1.
(1HPSÎ ivncsni i inrfix
quest
was
sad
indeed. The father
and brothmade to create a party not founded upon any their servility, the greater would be their
that
liiai .MJU
the Iivvvo
news VI
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---------------Bangor against the World.—We copy the»
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principles,
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________________
a 1 chance. of reward.
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present, in
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' Constitution
• /__________
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following important item from the last Bangor
distress.
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been
from
for
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common
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brains,
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that
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s
uisiirss.
cur
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home
tor
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every
political
sect,
having
no
common
wrains,
mat
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Whig
:
much gratification by a portion of the troops
two years, with a family on the neck, 1 bo,,d of u'Mon save that of a wish to place a s,nall matter,) their consciences, (and that.
at St. John’s, and that they were not slow iu nearly»LTT
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“
Capt.
Evans has been appointed by the
citv. Her father, we are informed, one of themselves in the highest office known st,d ’ess>) ad the common faculties, attributes
testifying their sentiments by shouts and near the city.
British Government to make a survey of thet
turned
her
away
for
misconduct,
she
having
j
to
Constitution,
for
the
purpose
of
having
I
and
feelings,
which
operate
upon
the
rest
of
songs of which the Constitution was the bur
Western harbor on the Irish Coast, with a
then. The officer who permitted the soldiery been the victim of some wretch who had de- ad die honors, offices and emoluments of the ! die world, seem only given io them for the view to the selection of the most eligible site
(
service
of
their
master
and
for
their
own
stroyed
her
character
;
although
slightly
dis:
government
distributed
by
him
among
his
to make these demonstrations was soon after
for a packet (steam) station, to communicate
placed in confinement, but this act only serv figured by the fatal effects of poison, her ’followers, 1 consider such an association, abasement. That this is no exaggerated pic with America. Thus it would seerq that the
ed to make them, the more discontented, and features showed the remains of no small whether composed of many or few, a mere ture, we confidently appeal to any man of English authorities are moving in this impor
faction, which ought to be resisted by every common honesty, who has watched their
his releasq from confinement was loudly de share of beauty.—Philadelphia Inq.
man who loves his country and wishes to course in relation to Judge White and his tant undertaking, so long talked of. Should
manded. In a short time afterwards the offi
we not do something to meet them, and in
friends, during the last six months.
An
unfortunate
office-seeker.
—
A
young
fel

perpetuate his liberty.
cer was sent off in a vessel to Spain, and as
sure a continued steam communication from
low
named
Nightingale,
was
committed
to
And
yet
these
are
the
leaders
—
the
new
To conciliate mv
the iUTUl
favor Ulivi
and ptVUUlU
procure the
soon as the/ fact
lUUv UCLVi
had transpired,
LI allupi! CJL.I, the
lilv BUlUiU!
soldiers» ■, •
J
.
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UJU
England through Bangor to Boston, and
since
became SO exasperated
tAasuciaicu that
mtti the
me destruction
uesiruuiiuii .‘ P
■ r’. so
, ..n a* Lexington
. , Ky. a few days
~......
— *for
“* support of any man or set of‘ men belonging
‘
. J lights, of the Van Buren Caucus democracy ! thence southward ?”
of the town was threatened. Gen. La Torre,! r.° , ,,ng a PJ* 7ran s lrunk,oi four hundred to any party, I have not changed or agreed to The men who fill .the air with shouts of re
[We hope the Bangoreans will condescend
the Governor of the Island, and a highly pop-I dollars and a £0,d watch. He had in his pos change any one political principle I ever publicanism ! who talk of party divisions!
twar officer, bad succeeded thus far in pre- i ses8,on »/«neral assortment of files and other avowed. Those upon which 1 have hereto who prate of principles, as if they knew or to touch at Portland, when they shall have
venting
’°JP
appointments and
venting matters
matters from
from coming
coming to
to extremities,
extremities, '11!!’ot
0110
/8s °^
. tbe
the appointments
and paraphernaparapherna- fore practiced shall continue to be my guide in recognized any but John Randolph’s celebra consummated this magnificent enterprise. At
___ ”n *'•
.-e day 0~
aJ'rest he whatever situation 1 may be placed, so long as ted ones—the loaves and the fishes ; and least we trust the editor of the Whig will or
but it was doubted when the Octavia sailed 1 l,a.*°!i
whether tranquillity could be maintained ! ® atef that^e was,on
w.a/to J'asb’nSton I believe them to be correct, disdainingas I more than all—these are the men who dare der one of his papers to be left at our office,
Without bloodshed. The garrison contains to get an office under President Jackson,°and hope I ever shall, an attempt to win my wav in the face, and before the eyes of the Amer when “ no other paper has the news” direct
the editor df the Louisville Journal says he to power upon one set of principles, and then ican people, to arraign the conduct, and im from England. We beg pardon of our friend
about 3000 troops,—Baltimore Amer.
has no doubt that he would have been suc to practice upon another.
but
pugn the motives of such men as Hugh L. South worth if we are too inquisitive
Through you, I be<r leave to tender to the ?Vh,t.e and John Bell—of men, who move, we have some curiosity to learn how steam
Important from Mexico and Texas.—We cessful if his journey had not been interrupt
“eneral Assembly my unfeigned and heart- ^?uthe’ an,d have lhe’5 beinS’ in a different boats can be navigated in the Penobscot,
learn that letters have been received by this ed, as he seemed to be “ plentifully endowed General
Assembly my unfeigned and heartwhen the thermometer stands (as the Whig
morning’s mail, which state that five of the with the qualities that are generally promi felt thanks, for this additional evidence of befo^nders^
nent
in
the
official
corps.
”
quoted it last winter) 43 degrees below zero t
Mexicap States had declared against the gov
their_conlinUed_and unshaken confidence;
Perhaps the inventive genius of the Bangore
ernment ;—that a battle had been fought be
and for yourself be pleased to accept the*as
ans will devise some means of placing the
Remarkable preservation from shipwrick by surance that I am, with sentiments of the
tween the Texians and Santa Anians, on the
20ih Oct. at Gonzales, in which the latter throwing oil on the waves.—Capt. Pilsbury of highest respect, your most obedient servant*
Texas.—We understand, says the New- boats on runners at the mouth of the river,
then by the application of steam, bring
were defeated. There was also another bat the schooner James Monroe, from New York
York Daily Advertiser, that the District At- and
’
HU.
L.
WHITE.
tle fought at Qoliaud, in which the Mexicans I for New Orleans, foundered in a severe gale
torney for this district, has received instruc them up to the city. Whew I how will they
Messrs. William Ledbetter, &c.
I Sept. 19, between Florida and the Bahama
lost 300 men and $10,000 worth of stores.
tions from the State Department to keep a astonish the natives by the rapidity of their
Bank. The crew were fifty hours in the boat,
JV. Y. Com. Adv. of 12th.
sharp look out in his district on the course of movements I]—Portland Advertiser.
“
General
Harrison
is
a
disciple
of
the
old
A slip from the office of the New Orleans i and by throwing oil on the waves prevented political faith—he was educated in the school things tending to interfere with the friendly
Dispute on the New Hampshire Borders.—
Bee, furnishes intelligence which tends co i her filling. They were humanely taken off of Washington, Jefferson and Madison—and relations now existing between this Govern
by the bark Jones, of Boston, Capt. J. C.
We are happy to learn from the Concord
ment and Mexico.
confirm the above.—Boston Patriot.
is deeply imbued with a love of those great
Hardy, and arrived in Boston on Friday.
Statesman, that the statement contained in a
doctrines of civil liberty and principles of de
Attempt at Highway Robbery.—The Ells letter from Columbia, which was first pub
Good Advice.—In one of the squire courts
mocracy
for
which
our
fathers
fought
in
the
A very pleasant assurance.—Mr. Speaker
worth Radical says that on the evening of the lished in the Newburyport Herald, of the kill
of New York, a blacksmith, who had the gift
war of the revolution.
In our second war
of stammering to perfection, was called into Rockwell, in his speech to the House, on with Great Britain, while Martin Van Buren 28th ult. as Mr. Peter Coffbe, of that village, ing of several persons, in a contest between
was returning home from Bangor, in a one a Sheriff’s posse, and a number of the inhab
court as a witness between two journeymen 1 their vote of thanks for the able, faithful, imof bis in a lawsuit, the amount in question I partial,'and safefaefory manner in whichh^ I V- “T**oPPosit‘°nhi?. couIltr?’ P"* horse wagon, he was met by a ruffian, who itants of the disputed territory, is untrue.
m d7'eS|,anrt r,<1,c.ul.lr,i? ‘he ,Ch,e(’ caught hold of his horse’s bridle, and de-, There had been no lives
lost in the
.....................
.. quarrel
being about seventy five cents. The judge, discliarged the duties of the chair during the i
W?' '^°Se a;1,mln.18tra,lon " was manded his money. Being himself provided and 0,1 J
Pers°ns were wounded. An
after hearing his testimony, asked him why I session, said to them in his peroration, with a I
¡degree
of
feeling
which
coul.l
not
be
mistak^
Dg
jTbita.'»
“
“
,S
™
WaS
8
with a pair of loaded pistols, Mr. C» drew exP^ess arrived in Concord on Sunday of last
he had not advised his workmen to settle, the
i mg its battles.*
one of them from his pocket, fired it—the i ^eek,
information to
the governor,
Governor, in
........ with luiviuiauuij
io me
m
cost being five times the amount of the dis
I Van Buren was active in the attempt to robber fell, the wagon from the fright of the consequence of which he despatched Adi.
puted sum. In reply, the witness observed— ■ ** Gentlemen : We shall never all meet ai elect De Witt Clinmu President, in place of horse, passed over him—the animal running Gen. Lord to the scene of the difficulties,
“ I t-t-t-told the foo-o-o-ls to s-s-s-settle : I gain, either in this house or elsewhere.
Mr. Madison, in 1812 ; the State of New some distance before he could be checked. with authority to adopt such measures to
s-s-s-said the c-c-c-constable would t-t-t-take
Some of the gentlemen were anxious to York voted for Clinton with the federal party. Mr. C. suspected that by the sudden start of suppress any insurrectionary movements as
their c-c-c-coats, the 1-1-1-lawyers their s-s-smay be necessary. Gen. Lord left Concord
shirts, and if they got into your Honor’s know what would be the Speaker’s final lo But Clinton failed, and then Van Buren turn the horse, the robber was thrown down.
cation.— Boston Transcript. 7
ed against him. Clinton, who was really a
on Tuesday morning.—Boston Pat.
c-c-c-court, you’d s-s-s-skin ’em.”
great man, but ambitious, then turned his at
Boston and Maine Rail Road.—We learn
The Warren Bridge.—The law respecting tention to internal improvements in New c m
Ifeel satisfied it is so.—I am perfectly sat
Exeter News Leiter, that the survey
The Boston Atlas states, that the Indian
1
,
___ of
____
___ ot a Rail Road to connect the states of Mas
r ' . He
was the projector
theogreat
isfied that it is a saving of money, a measure this bridge, recently passed by the Legislature i York.
btream Territory is said to comprise about
of
Massachusetts,
leaves
it
with
the
people
of
j
weslern
Canal,
and
labored
long
to
induce
sachusetts and Maine was completed a few three hundred thousand acres.—There are
of economy, for the head of every family to
,. Van Buren opposed days since. It commences at Haverhill, at now about three hundred inhabitants on this
take a newspaper. Simply because the chil Boston and Charlestown jointly to decide, itke State to take it up.
and
------J finally, after
n -the -Canal• the termination of the Andover and Haver territory. They are composed chiefly of such
dren read so much more by it—the paper whether this bridge shall become free,on him at every step,
presenting something new and pleasing to condition of their giving bonds in their cor was nearly completed, had the meanness to hill road and passes through Exeter, Lam individuals as have retired from their credi
them every week—and thereby supercedes porate capacity to comply with certain con get him turned out of office as Canal Com prey River and Dover, to Great Fails, the dis tors, to this spot, which they seem to regard
missioner. Van Buren has always been a tance being thirty-four miles. The route was as a sort of Alsatia—those who come from
in part, the expense of going to school for ditions specified in the act.
creeping, crafty, intriguing politician, shifting found to be much more favorable than was Canada holding m contempt a judicial pro
this purpose. Try it.
A Sign.—The Arkansas Legislature is with .every
. « •popular
•
------- - : incapable
----- 1------ of
— anticipated, there will be no great embank cess from the Province, and those from the
breeze
Scalding Hogs.—The Wyoming Herald as thoroughly Whig. The editor of the little conceiving or executing anything great or ments or excavations necessary on the route, United States disdaining all forcible measures
” ambition
'/ ______
never and no elevation which cannot be overcome from that quarter. The inhabitants have,
sures us that the best method is to dip the Rock Times, a sterling Whig, has been elect- usefui t0 the people. His
hog in cold water first, and afterwards in hot, ed public printer by a vote of 56 to 4 over l°oks heyond party triumphs and the spoils with perfect ease.—The Engineer’s opinion however» lived peacefully among themselves
; spoils taken from the public treas was very favorable. A report of estimates, under the administration of what they call
‘
when the bristles come out with great ease the editor of the Gazette, his Van Buren I of victory
competitor.—N. Y. Star.
ury to reward his mercenary partisans.
&c. will be made known in about two months. Potash-Kettle Law—this utensil being the triand never set.
Kenne&ec Journal.
bunal, on which the judges are seated, and
Dover Enquirer.
The British papers, in discussing the prob
Standard of value.—The worth of eve
the dungeon under which the condemned
party is incarcerated.
ry thing is determined by the demand for it. able chances of the various candidates for the
Ambrose W. Cole, the man who inflicted
—We learn that several in
C0JUTtry !s mountainous, the soil diverIn the deserts of Arabia, a pitcher of cold next Presidency, give it as their opinion that 151 lashes with a rattan, upon a young lad ches of snow fell in some parts of Oxford
Gen. Harrison will be successful.—The
water is of more value than a mountain pf British know something of General Harrison’s named Davis, has been sentenced to six County last week, and that, on Friday the i sified, and the climate severe. During some
months imprisonment in the common jail. stage passed from Rumford to Bethel upon seasons, there have been entire failures of
gold.
successes.—-Concord Statesman,
crops—not even potatoes coming to an ediHe has appealed.—-Portland Adv.
runners.—PoriZand Jeffersonian,
’ ble consistency.
6
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